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Schubert composed over six hundred Ueder during his short life-span and was 
especially prolific during the two-year period from 1815-1817’ when two-third of all 
his L.icder were set slrophically, with only a few being through-composed. Loewe 
was dubbed ‘The Northern Schubert'' and "Der Balladenmeister, and Eva Wagner 
recalled how his father preferred Loewe's 'Erlkonig' to Schubert's setting," although 
Loewe was strongly criticized for his poor harmonies and angular melodic patterns.) 
Loewe showed a penchant for through-composed music, in which new or modified 
musical materials were used to suit the evolving drama of the poem. Since these two 
composers set poems in entirely contrasting ways, their different approaches to vocal 
composition give grounds lor a comparative study. Of Schubert's total Lieder output, 
seventy-three are settings of Goethe's poems. Loewe wrote more than four hundred 
Lieder, of which fifty-three were based on Goethe's poems. In this thesis, I shall 
analyze six poems and their twelve solo Lieder which included ‘Ich denke dein', ‘Der 
Fischer". ‘Der Gott unci die Bajadere\ 'Der Schatzgraber', 'Der Sanger' and ‘Meine 
Ruh ist hiir in order to close some of the gaps in our understanding of (1) Schubert 
and I.oevve's Lieder to poems by Goethe; (2) the relationship between text and music. 
‘Maur ice Brown J.B.. ‘Carl Loewe, 17%-1869,’ The Musical Times’ CX(1969), p. 361. 
-Albert B. Bach, The Art Ballad: Loewe and Scluibert. (Edinburgh : W. Blackwood, 1890), pp. 79 and 
131. Bach reported Richard Wagner's comment: "My young friends, you think Schubert's 'Erlkonig' 
to be the best, l.isten! Here is one much finer, it is that by Loewe. Schubert's 'Eiikonig' is not quite 
true, but Loewe,s is true." 








較刚位作丨丨丨丨家迥興的歌曲寫作手法。此六舒詩爲：<Ich denke dein〉、<Der 
Kischer)、<Der Golt und die BajaderO、<Der Schatzgraber>、<Der Sanger〉及 
<Meine Ruh ist hin>。 
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burodiiction 
According to Kenneth S. Whitton, when Goethe wrote a poem, he also had in mind 
specific musical settings.' This has led to studies of the miisicality of Goethe's 
work.2 Many eminent nineteenth-century composers of Lieder sent Goethe settings 
of his poems in the hope of gaining his recognition and any subsequent benefit that 
might accrue, should he view their settings favorably. One such composer was 
Franz Peter Scluiberl (1797-1828), although his efforts elicited poor results.^  
Schubert composed over six hundred Lieder during his short life-span and was 
especially prolific during 1815-1817, when two thirds of his Lieder were set 
slrophically, with a few being through-composed (see Appendix A, Table w). In 
addition, with so many poets to choose from, Schubert held a strong preference for 
Goethe, as evidenced by the sheer volume of Lieder lie produced from Goethe's 
poems. It may appear anomalous for Schubert, a renowned composer of 
recognized talent, to have set these poems with repetitive strophic music. Is it 
possible that, by using the strophic setting, Schubert gives us the optimal musical 
presentation of Goethe's poems? This question does not arise when considering 
the works of another Romantic Lieder composer, Carl Loewe (1796 — 1869). 
1 Whitton, Kenneth S. Goethe, and Schubert: The Unseen Bond. Portland: Amadeus 
Press. 1999, pp. 41-87. 
2 Slernteld, Frederick W., Goethe ami Musk、Ph.D. dissertation, Yale University, 
1943. 
3 Whitton, pp. 131-151. 
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Loewe was dubbed 'The Northern Schubert,4 肌廿 ^ Der Balladenmeister'; Eva 
Wagner recalled how his father preferred Loewe's 'Erlkonig' to Schubert's setting,^  
although Loewe has been strongly criticized for his poor harmonies and angular 
melodic patterns，Loewe showed a penchant for through-composed music, in 
which new or modified musical materials were used to suit the evolving drama of 
the poem. 
Since these two composers set poems in an entirely contrasting way, their 
different approaches to musical interpretation give grounds for a comparative study, 
o r Schubert's total Lieder output, seventy-three are settings of Goethe's poems. 
Loewe wrote more than four hundred Lieder, of which fifty-three were based on 
Goethe's poems. Significantly, among these poems, nineteen were set by both 
composers. However, the existing settings of ‘ Ach neige\ 'Gretchens Bitte，and 
'Mahomet's Gesang' by Schubert were fragmentary. Moreover, Loewe's choral 
sellings of'Nachtgesang'. ‘Trost in Tliraneir, 'Gesang der Geister Uber den 
Wassern' and 'lch denke dcirf will not be considered in this study, in view of my 
delimited focus on solo Lieder. Consequently, there remain twelve poems that 
4 Maurice Brown .I.E.. 'Carl Loewe, 1796-1869', The Musical Times, CX (1969), p. 
361. 
5 Albert B. Bach, The An Ballad: Loewe and Schubert. (Edinburgh : W. blackwood, 
1890), pp. 79 and 131. Bach reported Richard Wagner's comment: 'My young 
friends, you think Schuberfs 'Erlkonig' to be the best. Listen! Here is one much 
finer, il is that by Loewe. Schubert's ^Erlkonig^ is not quite true, but Loewe's is 
true.' 
6 Maurice Brown (1969). pp. 357-61 • 
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were scl by both composers. Among these twelve poems, five exhibit a regular 
slrophic structure, in which corresponding lines of each stanza contain the same 
number of syllables. These five poems will be the focus of this comparative study: 
1. Mch denkc dein' 
2. ‘Der Fischer, 
3. • Dcr Goll mid die Bajadcre, 
4. 'Der Schalzgraber' 
5. 'Der Sanger' 
1 shall analyze the different approaches employed by Schubert and Loewe 
when setting the same poem by Goethe lo music. With the exception of 'Der 
Sanger'. Schubert's settings were all slrophic, while Loewe's were 
through-composed. As a contrasting case, *Meine Ruh ist hin'7 Schubert's first 
important selling of a poem by Goethe, is also included, even though it is not based 
on a regular strophic structure. Hence’ this thesis will examine six poems and their 
twelve solo Lieder settings. 
Bielschowsky recorded Goethe's annoyance over Beethoven and Spohr's 
sellings of his poem: 
7 Loewe and Schubert did not always adopt the same song title. ‘Meine Ruh ist 
hin" represents the first line in German, but the title of Schubert's song was 
^Gretchen am Spinnracie'. 
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I cannot understand the poem when they through-composed it; the 
ditTerenlialing marks which occur in each stanza in the same place should 
[I thought] have been sufficient for the composer to show him that I just 
expect a Lied [the normal ‘strophic. Lied] from him.' 
For Goethe, through-composed settings disturbed the harmony of the ‘whole, 
by focusing on individual parts. Goethe considered this treatment severely 
detrimental to the poem. Consequently, he generally preferred his poems to be set 
slrophically. Despite this preference广 some argue that the poems do not always 
sound musically strophic. There are cases in which a theme or plot is developed as 
the poem proceeds (e.g. ‘Der Fischer', 'Der Golt unci die Bajadere', ‘Der 
Schatzgraber". 'Der Sanger') thus encouraging a less regular musical structure in 
relation to the slrophic poem .'" Notably, Loevve seldom set Goethe's poems 
slrophically. ‘ ‘ Indeed, most of Loewe，s songs are based on the development of the 
text or composed in a flexible strophic style by varying the accompaniment of the 
verses and by involving subtle harmonic changes. 
One of the most important issues central to analysis of vocal composition is the 
relationship between text and music. Since the same text can be set to strophic or 
8 Whilton, p. 133. Goethe's subtle manipulation of form and nuance advocates 'a 
kind of agreeably Hat, plain reading, in which the personal interpretation does not 
gel between us and the poem., Goethe objected to through-composition because 
such a reading of the poem tended to veer away from the general towards individual 
inlerprelation. See also Stephanie Lynn Campbell, Carl Friedrich Zeller and Text 
Selling: A Comparison ofGoeihe Self in 炒 by ZeUer, Beethoven and Schubert, Ph.D 
diss.. Washington University. 1997. p. 72. 
9 Stephanie Lynn Campbell, Carl Friedrich Zelter and Text Setting: A Comparison 
of doe the Scldn^s by Zellen Beethoven and Schubert, Ph.D. diss., Washington 
University, 1997, pp. 65-68. 
10 Campbell (1997). p. 69. 
11 Here I refer only to his solo Lieder. Loewe also wrote some strophic choral 
settings. 
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through-composed music, which may demand text repetition, different composers' 
sellings of the same poem may differ substantially in length. With texts that are set 
slrophically. the same melody recurs to articulate different stanzas of the poem. In 
stark contrast, music thai is specific lo each stanza characterizes through-composed 
songs. What were the motivations behind the two composers' decisions to either 
compose strophically or to opt for the through-composed approach? What are the 
major differences between these two composition methods, in reference to the poem, 
the musical structure and the overall effect? Does the through-composed or the 
sirophic design olTer a better approach to a poem? These are some of the questions 
this thesis will explore. 
The study of musical text painting is also an integral part of this song analysis. 
Schubert's melodic and harmonic inventiveness is exemplified in 'Ich denke dein,. 
When setting the same poem. Loewe's approach differs markedly by much more 
chromaticism. Although Loewc's melodies and harmonies were strongly 
criticized,'^ they could have been adopted for the sake of text painting. Both 
composers, musical sellings of the poem can appear as reflections of their 
individual inlerpretalions of the written text; this begs the question, then, of whether 
we would be correct in regarding Loewe^s settings as the more appropriate of the 
two. in terms of text painting. 
Brown (1%9), pp. 357-61. 
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Ill sum, this comparative study aims to contribute to the existing body of 
knowledge on the subjcct of Schubert and Loewe’s Lieder settings of Goethe's 
stanzaic poems by closing some of the gaps in our understanding. First, by in 
depth investigation of the text, this study aims at a more complete approach to song 
analysis. Second, scholarly studies of Loewe's Lieder are scant and comparative 
studies of the two masters are rare. Since Loevve was dubbed the ‘Northern 
Schubert', this study should provide further insights into the appropriateness of this 
nickname by examining cases in which the two composers' musical techniques 
converge and where they differ. 
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Chapter 1 
The History of the Romantic Lied 
7 
Influence ofGenmm folk poetry 
By the late eighteenth century, ihe spirit of the patriotic movement pre-dominating 
the world of German literature began to spread all over Germany. This movement, 
especially with regard to French influences, continued to be promoted by literary 
men like Friedrich Gottlieb Klopslock (1724-1803) and Gotthold Ephraim Lessing 
(1729-81)•丨3 German writers began to prefer their own language and develop their 
own native literature, in the process progressing the ever closer to the influence of 
Germany's traditional folksongs. 
( Jreat philosophers like Jean Jacques Rousseau (1712-1778) have influenced 
poets lo advocate writing for IVeedom, nature, individuality and humanity, works 
thai contributed much to the ^Storm und Drang' ('Storm and Stress') movement."* 
These movements, together with the contribution from Johann Gottfried Herder 
(1744-1803). induced in turn the folksong, or, in Herder's own word, 'Volkslied/ 
revival in Germany from 1771 onwards. 
Herder was the leading advocate of folk poetry at that time. In 1772 his 
prize-winning work (Jhev den Ursprimg der Sprache {Treatise on the Origin of 
Lan^ua^e). written during his stay in Strasbourg, presented two very clear and 
i-飞 Paul Leinbach Allhoiise Carl Locwe (1796-1869): His Lieder, Ballades, and their 
Performance. Ph.D. diss., Yale University, 1971, pp. 86-87. 
Allhouse. 1971, pp. 92. 
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influential themes:'" 
(1) Germany needed original literary works to combat foreign influences; 
(2) It was essential to encourage young writers to write German folk poetry with 
content describing old German manners and customs. 
To Herder, poetry was I he mother tongue of mankind and the authors of every 
nation were its poets. This thinking gradually drove Herder to study and gather 
collections of folksongs and ballades. With the support of Gleim, Buger, the 
publisher Boie. and Goethe, Herder not only investigated poems from Germany but 
also those from England, Lithuania, Spain, Scotland, Switzerland, Denmark, 
Lapland, Greece. France, Italy, Estonia, Latvia, Greenland’ Norway, Bohemia and 
Peru.丨6 These efforts contributed much to his style, representing true, free 
expression of human nature instead of portraying the ironic nature of philosophies 
and rules. Herder published the first and second volumes of Volkslieder, Stimmen 
dcr Vdlker {Voice of the Peoples in Songs) in 1778 and 1779 respectively. He also 
encouraged his younger friend, Goethe to collect more folk songs. Although he 
faced some opposition from critics, who considered folksongs to be vulgar and 
tasteless,17 Herder stood lirni and pointed out that folk poetry may well be naive, 
15 Whitton, 1999, pp. 28. 
16 Allhouse, 1971, pp. 94-95. 
17 The leader of the opposition force, Friedrich Nicolai, published a two-volume 
collection, Eyn Feyner Kleyncr Alrmmcich (1777-8). In the preface, he disclaimed 
any aesthetic value for the folksongs. See IbicL p. 96. 
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incorrect and even primitive, but it was true poetry, depicting real experiences. 
Interestingly, although Herder called his folk poem Vdlkslicdei\ he provided no 
melodies for his work. Il seems that he was referring to the musicality embedded 
in the verses. Here, he shared common ground with Goethe, as can be seen in 
studies that work on the innate musicality of Goethe's poems. In 1773, Goethe 
published 'Heidenrosleiif. one of his most renowned and artful creations in this 
style.丨 8 It was the invention of these Volkslieder that later influenced many of the 
composers oflhe First Berlin School to turn to this simple folk style of poem setting 
as most of these folksongs are in simple strophic form. 
Meloc/ica Genmmica and Sin^spiel 
Under this prevailing nationalistic atmosphere and the folksongs' influence, the 
eighteenlh-century lieder began from a position of total beauty of plainness. The 
an ibrni emphasizes naturalness, tunefulness and simplicity. Johannes Sigismund 
Scholze, known also as Sperontes, produced his four-part Singing Muse by the 
Plcisse in 1736. According to Whitlon, these songs were the first attempt to 
provide vocal expression for the emotions bound up in German poems . He 
selected some popular instrumental pieces and set poems to the existing melodies. 
18 Walter Frisch, 'Schubert's Ndhe dcs Gelieheten (D. 162): Transformation of the 
Volkston： Schubert: Critical and Analytical Studies. London: University of 
Nebraska Press, 1986, pp. 175-176. 
19 Whitton, 1999. p. 25. 
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He was criticized by other contemporary composers, who claimed that the poet 
should supply the words and the music should illustrate the text. 
johann Sebastian Bach, during his sixty-five years of intense creativity 
(including nine years at the court in Weimar where Goethe was later to live for 
fifly-seven years), produced an enormous output of composition. However, 
surprisingly, he wrote only five art songs. According to Whitton, the odes, psalms, 
and some three hundred Lieder composed by Bach's second son, Carl Philipp 
Emanuel, were among the iirsl of the true German art songs accompanied on the 
clavier?() 
Then came Melodica Genmmica, which consisted of simple, but attractive, 
melodies, set to old German texts. All these Lieder represented the naturalness of 
the art form that brought simple texts and music to ordinary Germans. Later, it 
became the basis for the new art form oi、Singspie!, a work of spoken dialogue with 
interpolated songs,'' which departed from the traditional pure strophic song pattern. 
A leading figure in the development and reinforcement of this genre of 
Mclociica Gcrmanica was the Silesian lawyer Christian Gottlried Krause, who 
gathered Berlin court musicians together in about 1750, to form the First Berlin 
School. Krause was progressive in his preference for simple songs (compared to 
20 Ihid.. p. 26. 
//，/"•, p. 24. 
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the length and complexity of the baroque aria)? though some later composers were 
inclined to retain the musical sophistication of the aria. Thus, opposite camps were 
created, which included Johann Philip Sack, Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach and Johann 
Ernst Bach. Nevertheless, these were of minor importance in the middle of the 
eighteenth century as German literature was still overshadowed by mostly French 
inlluences. 
During the same period, a type of longer descriptive poem, the Ballade, 
emerged. As folksongs were exerting their influence and contributing to the 
development of the art song, the Ballade became an essential part of the genre. 
The word Ballade seems lo have come from the Italian word "Ballata', which means, 
•to dance" or nlic song for dancing’. However, only a few ballades were included 
dancing for the performance. When we investigate the term from a purely musical 
perspective, according lo Otlo Heinrich Mies, the ballade first appeared in English 
narrative folksong. It was later defined by the Gottingen group as a poem or a 
song about a historical or legendary t h e m e . S o m e writers tried to categorize 
ballades by their subject, context or country. Others followed Goethe's 
categorization and divided them into epic, lyric and dramatic."'^  However, the 
crucial concern of the present discussion should not be the disparate ways the 
八lihouse. 1971. pp. 81-82. 
23 Ibid., p. 103. 
ihkLp. 105. 
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writers categorized these ballades but rather the problem of how the composer set 
these poems or long ballades to 丨nusic. 
The issues of selling poems to music 
There are two issues to the problem of poem setting. The first is the 
consideration of whether the music should come before the text or vice versa. The 
second, an induced issue developed from the first, is about the pros and cons of 
slrophic setting versus through-composed setting. 
The argument as to whether the words or the music were of more importance 
has persisted from its genesis in the late eighteenth century until the present day. 
The Germans call this the Wort-Ton problem. Schubert's teacher Antonio Salieri 
even treated the problem as an opera named Prima la musica e pdi le parole {First 
(he music and iheri the words). However, there are many different views on this 
issue, which will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter Four in light of poem 
selling methods. 
Important late eighlcenth-cerKuiy composers of Lied 
.I.A.I). Schulz (1747-1800) devoted himself to folksongs, using them as models 
for his compositions. His landmark anthologies Lieder im Volkston {Lieder in the 
1 3 
Manner of Folk Son^s). possessed the naturalness that Herder sought.^^ This work 
was published in three parts, in 1782, 1785, and 1790 respectively. Schuiz claimed 
in his preface to the 1785 edition that he chose the best poets who had written for 
the type of melody he had in mind. Many of these selected works were from a 
group called the Gottingen Grove Circle,"^' which included poets like Claudius, 
Holty. Voss，and G. A. Burger. For Scluilz, the words of the poem were of cardinal 
importance in bringing out the maximum emotional response, which was also a 
major musical ideology during the early eighteenth century. Schuiz used the 
accompaniment as a suppoit for the voice but he opposed the use of preludes, 
interludes and postludes for the song. This is because he emphasized the concept 
of'appearance of iamiliarily' for wide dissemination of a good poem: 
In all these lieder it is and remains my tendency to sing more in a folk 
style than an art style; thai is lo say, that the untrained dilettante of singing, 
if he has any voice at al l should be able to sing back such pieces easily 
and learn them lor memory . • . indeed I have sought to bring into all the 
tunes the appearance of familiarity because I know from experience how 
this appearance of folksong is useful, even necessary, for its quick 
acceptance . . • and thai is the ultimate aim of the lieder composer, if he 
wants to remain true lo his only legitimate purpose in this musical genre: 
to make good lieder poetry generally known.” 
Whitton, 1999, p. 29. 
2(、A literary group in eastern Germany, of which Ludwig Holty was a leading 
member. The group advocated the new patriotic spirit of the anti-Welsh movement. 
Althouse, 1971. p. 101. 
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According to Schulz, the entire secret of the folk song is 'familiar, yet new； It 
seems to be this familiarity thai made these songs more and more popular and 
gradually pushed aside the dominance of the Italian operas and cantatas, making 
room for the more natural and, most importantly, German-oriented world of folk 
songs. At the same time，major contemporary composers like Haydn, Mozart and 
Beethoven still held the view that song writing was somehow inferior to 
instrumental composition, operas and sacred compositions. Songs were regarded 
as music for amateurs or lor light entertainment at intimate gatherings of family and 
friends. As a result, the major composers did not write much for this genre. 
Many of the songs were slrophically set. The words of the poem were not taken 
into consideration and the accompaniments doubled the vocal line. Nevertheless, 
their works displayed a change of attitude towards the genre."'^  As we know, 
turning the tide of the French and Italian influences was a major undertaking that 
would lake time. The more popular the folksong tradition, the greater the wealth of 
new ideas and opportunities that were opened for song composers and poets. 
Johann Rudolf Zumsteeg (1760-1802) was the most significant composer of 
28 Whitton, 1999, p. 29. 
In 1781 and 1784. Haydn published Ivvo sets of twelve Lieder in Vienna. 
According to Whitton, these twenty-lour songs were rhythmically and harmonically 
simple songs of the Singspicl type, folksy and free of coloraturas. In 1794 and 
1795. Haydn set music to Anne Hunters' poems and they were published. Many 
of these works were not in strophic settings and Haydn changed the music according 
to the thoughts and emotions of the poems. Mozart wrote thirty-three songs with 
keyboard accompaniment. Twenty-four of these followed the older strophic 
pattern. Beethoven wrote altogether eight Lieder but they received poor reviews. 
Sec Ihid.. p. 30-33. 
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ballades before Loewe and Schubert. He was an excellent cellist and a prolific 
composer of vocal music. Among his compositions, 'Des Pfarrers Tochter von 
Taubenhayn.' written in 1790 and published by Breilkopfand Hartel, enjoyed the 
greatest success and influenced many later ballade composers. 
Zumstecg's longer ballades comprise a succession of different sections in new 
tempo, texture and mood, using rich text painting technique to depict text details. 
Recitatives were frequently used and the form was more revolutionary. Often, 
purely strophic sections alternate with through-composed stanzas. The 
accompaniment was activc. These experiments on new forms and 
new harmonies in order to emphasize the details of the story were criticized thus by 
Whitton: 'selling of the stanzas lo differing melodies . . . with interpolated 
recitatives . . • ballade settings lasting sometimes up to twenty minutes or more -
give the impression of a series of largely disconnected episodes. 
Zumsteeg's advances in Lied development had a major influence on later 
composers, especially for his dramatic treatment towards form and melody. His 
notable ballade, i lagars Klage in der Wiiste Bersaba, (i-Iargars Plaint in the 
Wilderness of Beersheba') inspired Schubert to write his first Lied at 1811, with a 
very similar title. 'Hagars Klage' ([). 5)/ '^ 
IhicL. p.35. 
31 7/7/6/., p. 35. 
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Another contribution ol、Zumsteeg was his innovative adoption of the three 
slaiV format in the 丨ale eighteenth century, which gave the accompaniment a more 
important role when compared with the voice part. This development is a crucial 
indicator of the growth in technical complexity for both accompaniment and the 
vocal part in the late eighteenth to early nineteenth centuries, as most of the Lieder 
were no longer intended for amateur singers, but for trained professionals.^' 
One of the most inlliienlial composers under the folksong influence was 
Johann Friedrich Reichardl (1752-1814). lie taught Zelter, who in turn taught 
Locwe. Reicliardt was a composer of rich output including operas, Singspiel, 
music for the stage, church music and especially Lieder. He composed over 1500 
songs and the sellings ol、125 poets. Many of these still appear in modern 
anthologies of I Jeder and have been recorded by eminent singers, particularly his 
settings of Goethe、poems (approximately 130 in total).)) Reichardt's friendship 
with Schulz also made him a composcr full of patriotic spirit who claimed that ‘only 
the best poems . . . should be set to music.，；^  Reichardl was well acquainted with 
many poets, composers and literary men, including Friedrich Nicolai, Claudius, 
Herder, Goethe, Ludwig Tieck, Amalie Alberti, Wilhelm Heinrich Wackenroder, 
/ 
Friedrich von Schlegcl, Joseph von Eichendorff, Ludwig Achim von Arnim and 
Mihouse, 1971’ p. 111. 
‘13 Whitton, 1999. p. 37. 
IhicL p. 36. 
17 
Clemens Brentano.]? Reichardt's gilt as a composer and pianist quickly brought 
him to the attention of Goethe, who invited Reichardt to spend nearly a fortnight 
with him in Weimar in 1789/6 j composer's interest in the more natural poetry 
of Ihe Storm and Stress movement encouraged the rise of Singspiel as a 
combination of German words and music. This drove Goethe to write libretti for 
which Reichardt composed new music. Reichardt's collections of Odes and Lieder 
(1779-1781) contain many examples of songs from Goethe's Singspiel： 
According to Whitton, Reichardt was labeled as a conservative composer since 
he believed thai his task was to supply pleasantly simple music to intellectually 
superior poetic vvords/'^  He considered words to be of primary importance, the 
purpose of the music being to bring them out accordingly. He said that, "concise, 
convoluted language sweeping broadly on can, il seems to me, only be expressed in 
harmonic ties, arresting resolutions, progressions by means of dissonances and the 
like；"' 
The simplicity of his music was associated with his keen interest in folksongs, 
which were of simple quality in one-line tunes. He had in mind a set of definite 
principles concerning folk style writing: 
Allhouse, 1971, P.97. 
Whitton, 1999, p. 36. 
37 IhuJ., p. 38. 
WkL p. 38. 
Ihid.. p. 38. 
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Lieder melodies, as anyone possessing ear and voice will agree, must be 
able lo stand by themselves without any accompaniment... in the 
strictest motion, in ihe most exact agreement of caesuras and sections • . . 
so that after one knows the song, he can no longer think of the melody 
without the words, nor ihe words without the melody; that the melody 
wishes lo be everything for the words, nothing for itself alone. Such a 
melody will always have . . . the true character of moiiophony, thus not 
needing or even permitting any harmonies lo sound with it.4o 
I lowever, RtMchardt's view of folksong changed. I .ater on in his career, he 
peniiitled a harmonized voice and in 1796 the harmonized melody even became a 
,41 
must. 
Zumsteeg, Reichardl and Carl Friedrich Zelter (1758-1832) formed the Second 
Berlin school of Lieder. In common with the other two composers, Zelter was also 
a patriotic figure during the literary revival, and he believed that it was the poetic 
word (especially Goethe's) thai restored the cultural independence of Germany/^ 
Zelter came IVom a non-musical background. He was a recognized mason, a 
builder and, at the same lime, a composer and a musician who could play three 
diiTcrcnl inslruments/' His friendship with Goethe From the late 1790,s to their 
deaths in 1832 was impressive and he set altogether sixty-eight of Goethe's poems. 
川 Original Cierman text from Johann Friedrich Reichardt, ‘An junge Kunstler； 
Musikalischcs Kimslmagazin 1 1782, p. 3. The translated text is from Althouse, 
1971. pp. 98-99. 
41 Alihouse. 1971. p. 99. 
Whitlon, 1999, p. 39. 
Stephanie Lynn Campbell. Carl Friedrich Zelter and Text Setting: A Comparison 
of Goethe ScUifigs by Zelter, Beethoven and Schubert, Ph.D. diss., Washington 
University, Ann Arbor: IJMl Press, 1997. pp. 11-12. 
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Their close relationship and mutual appreciation were thoroughly documented. 
Goethe wrote lo Zelter: 
I feel that your compositions are, so to speak, identical with my songs; the 
music, like gas blown into a balloon, merely carries them into the heavens. 
With other composers, I must first observe how they have conceived my 
song, and what they have made of i t， 
When Felix Mendelssohn heard of Goethe's death, he commented to Ferdinand 
Hiller. 'Now Zeller will not live much longer e i t h e r . T h e i r friendship was an 
unusually close one, and the correspondence is marked by many expressions of love 
and devotion/^' Zelter first brought himself to Goethe's notice in 1795 when he set 
the poet's ich denke dein' ( i think of you'), a poem previously written by 
Fricdcrike Brim; Goethe noted Zelter's setting for the extreme beauty of the music. 
This exlraordinarily close relationship between Goethe and Zelter gave rise to 
accusations that it led Cjoelhe to underrate Schubert's work. 
In the history of Lied. Zeller was a key figure in the change from eighteenth to 
nineteenth-century aesthetics. As an early authority of J. S. Bach's music, he 
promoted the revival of Baclrs choral works.)? He also used folksong to compose. 
Cone. Edward T. "Words into music: The composer's Approach to the Text,” in 
Sound ami Poetry. Northrop Fryc ed. New York: Columbia Univerisity Press, 1957, 
D. 115. 
Campbell, 1997, p. 79. 'Nur wird auch Zeller iiichl lange mehr lebeii.' 
//""..PP. 79-117. 
/hid., pp. 8-9. 
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bill in a less extensive manner. Mis accompaniments were more elaborate than 
Reichardt's, and usually included short postludes and interludes. However, 
Stephanie Lynn Campbell commented thai Zelter，s individuality and the diversity of 
his Lieder remained largely concealed by this oversimplified classification as a 
Berlin School coniposer."^ ^ The philosophy of the Berlin school regarding Lied 
composition was their crucial simplicity and strophic form. Much of Zelter's work, 
however, conflictcd fundamentally with these principles. For example, Reichardt’s 
setting is essentially strophic, while Zelter's blends strophic form with 
through-composition, though his preference is still for the strophic over the 
through-composed form. This led him to be labeled (like Reichardt) a 
conservativist of the period. While the Berlin school's cultivation of the simple 
and natural began partly as a reaction against Baroque complexity and the virtuosity 
of the aria, Zeller frequently composed songs that were heavily influenced by aria 
and he cultivated a conlrapunlal style. Moreover, according to Campbell, Zelter 
treated Goethe's poems rather freely, repeating words and phrases, disregarding 
punctuation, and occasionally altering the words themselves. He seldom 
composed dramatic works as his contemporaries did; instead he directed his 
dramatic power into his Lied. His songs were usually technically demanding, with 
a wide range, difficull intervals and coloraturas, which went against the Berlin 
IhicL. p. 508. 
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school aesthctic."^ '^  Zelter, as Loewe，s teacher, influenced the latter's Ballade 
compositions especially regarding Loewetactics towards the text and music and 
the advancement in the dramatic writing of a Lieder. 
An influential anthology of folksong also appeared during the period: Des 
Knahcn Wiwdcrhorn : Alle deutsche Lieder (3 volumes; 1805-8), a collection of 
poclry by Clemens Brenlaiio (1778-1842) and Achim von Arnim (1781-1831), who 
compiled the poems from existing collections, old books and broadsides. It was 
the most important literary collaboration since the Romantic school in Jena in the 
179()'s. The collection affected later poets like Eichendorff, Uhland, Kerner, 
Mil Her. Morike and Heine, all of whom 'reveal a debt to the folk-song technique 
established in the a n t h o l o g y . I n this way the embryonic art songs grew from the 
old folk songs. Moreover, with the newly developed pianoforte," which offered 
new possibilities in dynamics and lone colors, more inventive space was cleared for 
Lied composers to work on. 
}- rom 1810-1820, there was a decline of ballade composition due to the 
upsurge in choral work. Schubert did write some ballades but only at the 
beginning of his career in around 1815, when his Lieder output was tremendously 
/A/V/., pp. 508-519. 
Althouse. 1971, p. 113. 
-、i In 1709, Barlolomeo Cristofori invented a keyboard instrument that could 
produce gradations in volume, giving the instrument more resonance and power. 
Later, John Inroad wood produced the pianoforte called the Hamrnerklavier, in 1783 
and from then on, the piano becamc a close partner for Lied performance. See 
Whitton. 1999. p. 34. 
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rich. Loewe was unique in devoting his career to ballade writing for nearly fifty 
years, from the beginning of his musical career, even when the popularity of ballade 







Problems of setting poem to music 
111 his 1992 article. Kofi Agawu discussed the difficulties in analysing 
nineteenlh-cenUiiy songs, addressing the issues of setting poem to music and the 
music-lexl relationship. He strongly criticized conventional music historians and 
theorists ibr their failure lo build up an efficienl system for song analysis. The 
conventional methodology was dominated by individual 'readings' of songs, 
producing analysis that was concerned more with the individuality and style of the 
composer, than the structure of song itself: 
The marginal ization of song as song in the literature speaks to a very real 
problem, namely, how to account for the syntax of a genre that includes 
two nominal semiotic systems, music and language. A pursuit of the 
dynamics of that inclusion relationship cannot be simply reduced to a 
routine search for patterns of coincidence or non-coincidence between 
words and music . . . Theory-based analysis of song is notoriously lacking 
in models. Tlie literature is dominated by individual 'readings'. But • 
the failure to construct explicit models does not necessarily reflect the 
genre's resistance to theoretical definition?‘ 
Agawu commented that techniques of analysis have emerged primarily from 
instrumental, as opposed to vocal music. These two genres should be entirely 
different. Conventional studies olUhe German art song have persistently 
Agawu, Kofi. “Theory and Practice in the Analysis of the Nineteenth-century 
Lied；' lUusic Analysis 11/1, 1992, p. 3. 
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subjugated the text to the music, a practice that appeared anomalous to Agawu. He 
considered Lied, especially the nineteenth-century art song, to be exceptional and 
unique art forms. Quoting Jack M. Steiifs description, he defined Lied as a 
•combination of poetry and music, a miniature Gesamtkiinslwerk. a composite 
musical form/ When composers set poems to music, how do we expect the poems 
to be treated? Are they treated as poetry, or simply as words on a page, in which 
the aesthetics of the poems are of little relevance or value to the composer? When 
a poem is set to music in a manner that negates its fundamental aesthetics it no 
longer deserves the appellation, 'poem,, but is, instead, reduced to a set of words or 
simply texts. This phenomenon is raised by Agawu, who accuses some composers 
of adopting this practice in their poem-setting. Rather than challenging the 
practice, per sc. he suggests that theorists or analysts should investigate these 
varying degrees of Uextness',、vordness, and 'poemiiess' individually from new 
perspectives.'-^ since dilferenl weighting will result in a change in the whole 
structure and the characterization of the work. These degrees of 'textness', 
•wordness' and 'poemness' largely depend on the interpretation of the poem in a 
macro sense (poemness), micro sense (wordness) or, disregarding the meaning of 
Ihe words, treat the poem simply as syllables carrying the melody (textness). 
According to his criteria. Agawu cited the four best models among the 
Ihici. pp. 4-5. 
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literature for niiieteenth-cenlury Lied. These models dug deep into the relationship 
between music and text in the poem setting process. Some of the models are not 
strictly analytical demonstrations, but proposals for new philosophies of the 
relationship between the music and the text. Since these models shed light on the 
styles of Loewc and Schubert, they are discusscd below. 
The first model, referred to as the ^assimilation model，，is derived from the 
work of Suzanne Langer by Agawu , She proposes that when words and music 
meet, the music wU丨 absorb the words naturally. Langer suggests that song, rather 
than being a compromise between poetry and music, is, in fact, music itself. 
Movvever, she also suggests that the best practice for all good composers is to 
neither ignore the character of the poem, nor obey the poetic laws but to transform 
the entire non musical element e.g. all verbal material, sound and meaning into 
musical elements. Her theory has some intrinsic value, but its abstractive nature 
became more apparent when the theory was challenged by Agawu. He questioned 
the existence of the music of the poem, the non-music of the poem and the 
transformed music of the poem. He wondered whether these three forms existed 
simultaneously to the listener. Moreover, he questioned what would happen to the 
inherent musical ity of the poem during the process of assimilation. Langer's 
model of assimilation brings out the poem's inner characteristics by means of 
IhkL, pp. 5-6. 
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surface music. One way to achieve this is by text painting. The text painting 
process involves the composer's interpretation of the poem. When a repeated 
rhythm scheme within ihc poem is brought to the surface of the music by, for 
example, a leilmotif, (the musical element), the rhyme of the poem remains 
(non-musical dement) and the transformed part is the total result of the performance. 
To the listener, however, the music will obviously become more outstanding than 
any other inner non-musical element. In Langer's words ‘song always swallows 
words and song is music.. This can be likened to a ‘chemical reaction' in which 
all the elements undergo structural changes when combined. 
Figure 1: Graphical presentation of Model 1. 
( ^ 、 
In a similar vein, the second model could be viewed as the hydrolytic reaction 
where music is the solvent, words are the solute and song is the solution. In this 
model, song is a structure in which words and music coexist. All the elements 
remain in a sense inside the container without changing the structure but seemingly 
being combined and influencing each other. Edmund Wodehouse wrote: 
A song may be defined as a short metrical composition, whose meaning is 
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conveyed by the combined force of words and melody. The song, 
there lore, belongs equally to poetry and music.” 
Lawrence Kramer, in reaction to Langer,s assimilation model, wrote that ‘A 
poem is never really assimilated into a composition; it is incorporated, and it retains 
its own life, its own body, within the body of the music/乂，Kramer's model 
emphasized the interaction and the dependence of words and music, though their 
identities remain unchanged. 
Figure 2: Graphical presentation of Model 2. 
The third model suggests a pyramid of songs in which music is the base and 
words form the apex: 
Figure 3: Graphical presentation of Model 3. 
/Ma\ 
‘、5 Ibid., p. 6. 
56 ibid., p. 6. 
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In this model, music is the structural foundation of songs. The model shows 
the supporting role of music to words while words provide meaning to songs. 
Songs becomc meaningful only through the meaning of the words, while the words 
are. in liirn, carried forward by music. Both words and music form a symbiotic 
relationship that is essential Ibr the success of the song. These kinds of songs 
place their emphasis on words in which the song is，in Agawu's term, ‘totally 
constrained by the words', in which the words are powerful enough to capture 
overall control of the song. 
The fourth model views song as a unit of 'three independent but overlapping 
systems' of music, words and song. Figure 4 illustrates this more abstract concept: 
Figure 4: Graphical presentation of Model 4: Independent overlapping systems of 
songs, words and music. 
^ Jf 
According to the model, some aspects of the function of words may be 
explained exclusively in terms of the poem, just as the music may also have 
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independent existence outside of the song. At the same lime, the explanatory 
domains of both words and music retain a degree of autonomy - words need not 
always be tied to musical functions, just as interesting or striking musical features 
may be independenl of the words . . . Song retains an ultimate identity, but that 
acknowledges the sphere of influence exercised by both domains.、^ 
This model makes the case for the independent existence of the middle circle 
of song. Song is seen as a product of the interaction of music and words unless 
one takes Agawifs view，where the model points to song as a 'process' instead of a 
*product,. Rather, song should simply be the overlapping part of two independent 
circles of music and words; the larger area of cover (which should be the major part 
of the two circles) is the part of song produced from the interaction (Fig. 5). 
Figure 5: Revised Model 4. 
I S o n g g . 
These four models have dilTerenl characteristics that may be applied to the 
diverse nature of songs and for in-depth song analysis as proposed by Agawu. The 
fhicL p. 7. 
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models offer different perspectives from which we may study the relationship 
between music, words and song. 
When art ballades first appeared they shared a bond with music. They were 
originally intended to be sung. Some oflhe ballades are very long, with more than 
thirty strophes. In folksong treatment, all the strophes will be set with the same 
music but pcrtormed vvilh different tempi or dynamics in order to depict the 
difierenl context of each strophe. However, from an artistic perspective this 
mclhocl is not ideal. If the ballades are through-composed, the strophic structure of 
the poem will be destroyed. This is the dilemma faced by many composers. 
According to Althouse.'^ there were two basic schools of thought in setting 
ballades to music from the time of Reichardt to the early nineteenth century. The 
northern school advocated the strophic form of the poetry and set all the stanzas to 
the same melody. Strophic writing was favored because of the greater value 
placed on the strophic structure of the poem over that of textual detail. The 
northern school thought these details could and should be expressed by 
modi ficalions of tempi and dynamics and that the framework of the stanza must 
never be completely obscured,) The southern school, on the other hand, focused 
oil longer poems and displayed greater flexibility towards strophic settings. They 
//7/V/., p. 107. 
…Frederick W. Sternfeld, “The musical springs of Goethe's Poetry." Musical 
Quurierlv. XXXV (1949), p. 524. 
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set the poem with music in a non-strophic form, believing that working with Lied in 
such a manner would produce more interesting artistic results. Representative 
composers of Ihe northern school included Reichardt, Zelter, and Schulz while 
southern school composers included Johann Andvt Joseph Wolfl, Vaclav Jan 
Ibniasek, and Johann Rudolf Zumsteeg. 
Ill any case, both schools believed the text used to transmit messages and the 
music lo be of equal value. However, it is worth considering whether the 
composer's desire was to locus on the overall slrophic structure of the poem or to 
concentrate on highlighting ccilain details of the text, as this reveals individual 
composers' inclinations towards different aspects of the art form. For some 
composers, preservation of the overall poetic structure was crucial, so they set 
music closely resembling that inherited by the poem. Other composers placed 
their aesthetical perspectives elsewhere, for example, on the melody, motive, 
harmony, or rhythm. 
E. T. Cone discussed this in great detail in his article of 1957. He quoted 
Zelterwriting to Goethe, dated January 10, 1824 in which the composer was 
attempting to find a solution tor this dilemma: 
Above all 1 respect the form of the poem and try to perceive my poet 
therein, since I imagine thai he, in his capacity as poet, conceived a 
melody hovering before him. If I can enter into rapport with him, and 
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divine his melody so well that he himself feels at home with it, then our 
melody will indeed be satisfying. That this melody should fit all strophes 
is a condition thai is not clear even to the belter composers. The 
objections against this are not unknown to me; you. dear friend, will at 
least realize at this point that I am not in favor of the “diirdikompoiiiert,, 
method of setting strophic poems. Others will hold otherwise, and may 
act accordingly although a melody which one doesivt enjoy hearing 
several times is probably not the best,) 
It pleased Goethe lo learn that Zelter explicitly preferred to see music in such a 
secondary or even subordinate role lo the text and that the uncovered melody was 
already concealed in the poem's word rhythm. In practice, Zelter was true to his 
word. He followed his own recommendations and built his melodies on the basis 
of the stanza of the poem. Therefore, certain melodic repetitions were needed. 
However, Cone criticized this kind of repetition and blind pedantry of stanzaic 
design for its destruction of the true beauty of the ait form. To demonstrate, he 
compared Schubert's 'Wanderers Nachtlied, CUber alien Gipfelm ist Ruh,) with 
ZeIter's setting. It was dear that Zelter followed the stanza form closely, by 
having an antecedent of five-and-a-half measures with a consequent of only 
three-and-a-half but the latter phrase appears loo rushed to be able to reach a proper 
conclusion. Schubert's method was to repeat words, phrases and entire lines by 
having an antecedent of tour measures with a consequent of four-and-a-half 
measures. Schubert further extended the phrase by repeating the final 
Cone. Edward T. “Words into music: the composer's approach to the text," in 
Soinui and Poe(r\\ ed. Northrop Frye (New York: Columbia University Press, 1957), 
p. 117. • 
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two-and-a-hal 1、measures. Zeller would accuse Schubert of achieving the musical 
rcsiill only through a violation of the poetic form. For Cone, the practice violated 
the stanzaic pattern of the poem but fulfilled the musical imperative of the phrase. 
He favored Schubert's practice over Zelter's rigidity towards form. He thought 
that form, as one of the elements in a work of art, was more than pure 
SLirtace-pattern. 1 lis view was thai it was impossible for an observer to see a work 
from all points of view at once, and that any single performance of a composition, 
no matter how conscientious, could at best present a limited view of the whole. 
The artistic value of the work would be largely determined by the relative weight 
applied to specific aspects, such as themes, form，timbre control and expressiveness, 
all of w hich are expressions of taste and value-judgment. Cone agreed that there 
are some instances where composers, in their desire to create a satisfactory musical 
shape. Ibrce the text into an arbitrary mold by the repetition of words and phrases. 
However, he also warned against a rush lo judgment that could result in the 
mislabeling of these works as inferior whenever repetition of texts or violation of 
the traditional declamation of the poem was observed. Not all repetitions and 
rearrangements arc violations of the poetic design. Similarly, not every breaking 
of normal poem declamation is a destruction of the art. Cone cited Verdi's ‘La 
donna c mobile ’ as an example. The strong accent on i a ' is an infringement of 
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Italian declamation though few would dispute the artfulness of this well-known 
composition. The composer's possible motivation must be taken into 
consideration, as the design may be the result of a deliberate effort by the composer 
to challenge our expectations, rather than a product of careless composition/'' 
Individual works should be discussed cm a case-by-case basis. 
Goethe explicitly expressed a preference for his poems to be set strophically尸 
However, in this study, among the common stanzaic poems set by Loewe none were 
set strophically. With the exception of ‘Der Sanger', all of the poems set by 
Schubert were done strophically, while those of Loewe were set with new music for 
difterenl stanzas. This interesting phenomenon is worth studying. In my analysis 
of Loewe and Schubert's songs, I shall investigate each composer's preference for 
text and music by looking at Iheir treatment towards poems that consist of stanzaic 
design of certain strophes. I will also analyze Iheir inclination towards preserving 
the whole poetic structure. 
Ihid,. pp. 120-122. 
Stephanie Lynn Campbell, Carl Friedrich Zelter and Text Setting: A Comparison 
of Goethe Seliini^s bv Zelter, Beelhoven and Schubert. Ph. D. diss., Washington 
University, 1997,'pp. 69-72. 
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Part two : 
Previous Studies of Loewe and Schubert's musiccd sellings of poems by Goethe 
[W]e can easily lose sight of composers whose intrinsic worth exceeds their 
historical importance. Such a composer may be said to have been at a 
stylistic dead-end, where he created works in an old style and spawned few 
successors. In the case of the very great men like Bach and Brahms, there 
has been no threat of their contribution being neglected. . . In Carl 
Loewe we 11 nd a composer of considerable talent whose orientation, 
however, was more toward the past then the future/'^ 
Loewe was neglected and sidelined from the general list of major composers. 
As a result, the body of research on Loewe is limited,^ Literature on Loewe in the 
English language is scant, with comparative research on Loewe and Schubert in 
English being even scarcer. The bibliography in New Grove's ‘Carl Loewe' entry 
lists seventeen publications from 1870-1987, of which only two are in English.^^ 
Not included in New Grove are three dissertations and a book on Loewe, all written 
in English, l lic following section will investigate major studies on Loewe 
available in English. 
Allhouse, 1971，p. 2. 
64 Only a few German lexis are available. These include the work by Max Runze 
edited in 1888 in Berlin Loewe Rediviviis. which provides valuable information 
about Loewe. In 1899-1904, Runze also edited and published Gesamtausgahe der 
Ballackn, Legemien, Lieder imd Gesangc published by Leizip's Breitkopf & Hartel, 
a series of seventeen volumes of Loewe,s songs, of which volumes 11 and 12 
contain sellings of poems by Goethe. This collection is not complete, but it 
provides a substantial and valuable pool of musical scores for researchers. 
The two publications are: Maurice Brown J.E., ‘Carl Loewe, 1796-1869,' The 
Musical Times, cx (1969), pp. 357-61 and J F.lson, 'Carl Loewe and the Nineteenth 
Century German Ballade", NATS Bullet in, xxviii/l (1971-2), pp. 16-21. 
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Much of the information in Loewe's diary Selbsthiographie^^ was collected in 
Albert Bach's book. The An Ballade: Loewe and Schubert.His book was an 
encomium to Loewe and included many anecdotes about Loewe and his encounters 
with the cultural elite and members of the European Royal Houses. In addition, 
the book also included analyses often ballades by Loewe, in which occasional 
comparative descriptions of Schubert's settings were included. Among these ten 
selected ballades only two set Goethe's poems/'^ Baclrs thinly disguised attempt 
to convince music lovers of I.oewe's talent for poem setting, as compared to that of 
Schubert, is marred by an over-descriptive style and a lack of balance in analysis of 
the ivvo composers' works." His adulation of Loewe and the bias this created was 
clearly in evidence throughout the book: 
It is very strange to observe that neither Liszt or Wagner has left in writing 
any expression of esteem for Loewe, though there is no doubt that both 
have studied his works and profited by them . . . I have a great admiration 
for Wagner and Liszt; still, 1 must confess, my admiration would be 
greater if they had expressed their esteem for Loewe in writing • . . their 
neglect is less excusable,) 
Bach mentioned more than once Loewe's use of unique, creative and masterful 
I.oewe's diary and letters were published as Selhsthiographie [Loewe, 
Selhsfhiographie, ed Carl Hermann Bitter (Berlin: Wilhelm Muller, 1870)] and they 
offer valuable first-hand information about Loewe's work and life. 
Albert B Bach, The art ballade : Loewe and Schubert (Edinburgh: W. 
Blackwood, 1890). 
68 “Der Fischer” and “ErlkOiiiu” 
Ihicl, pp. 80-81. 
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techniques in his ideas, forms, tone colors, harmonies and of Leitmolive.刊 Bach 
had a strong preference for Richard Wagner and Loewe. He asserted that the 
principles Wagner laid down in his philosophical and aesthetic dissertations of 1851 
on -the Art of the future, was, in iact, foreshadowed by some ofLoewe's earliest 
works, such as -Krlkonig', 'Oliir and 'Edward', some thirty years before/' 
However, he offered lillle empirical proof or detailed explanation for his assertion, 
with the notable exception of some pertinent testimony during his analysis of 
Erlkonig': 
A new motive appears in the accompaniment before the first repetition of 
the Fiiiking"s lyric phrase, and distinctly illustrates the spell, into which 
the child is gradually sinking. This motive has a striking likeness to one 
in Wagner's "Ride of the Walkyries." and it was very interesting for me to 
observe the impression which this ballade, with its grand finale, made 
upon my esteemed friend Sarasate. I sang it to him without mentioning 
r 
the name of the composer, and he exclaimed enthusiastically, “E molto 
hello, mi pare c qiialchc cosa di Wagner “ - "This is very beautiful, and 
seems to be something by Wagner. 
Though the melodies may share some similarities, these do not provide 
sufficienl evidence to conclude that the composing technique ot; for example, 
Le it motive, was Wagner's imitation of Loewe, although Loewe may, to some degree, 
have influenced Wagner. This debate, however, resides outside the scope of this 
70 Ihid. pp. 114-117. 
71 Ihid. p. 113. 
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paper. In addition to Sarasate's reported commentary, we can cite Wagner and 
Loewe's own discussion of Loewe's 'Erlkonig', which was subsequently quoted by 
many of Loewe's supporters: 
Richard Wagner once said to his pupils: 'My young friends, you think 
Schubert's "Hrlking" to be the best. Listen! Here is one much finer; it 
is that by Loevve. Schubert's "Eiiking" is not quite true, but Loewe's is 
true. •” 
We do not know the true intention and rationale behind Wagner's comments. 
It is possible thai he simply wanted to draw people's attention to the lesser-known 
composer. Alternatively, it may be that his use of the word 'true' refers to the 
fidelily of Loewe's music to the text, rather than a comparison of the musicality or 
general aesthetics of the song. Bach's complete affinity towards and recognition of 
Loewe's work is undeniable, even though his assertions are not supported by 
detailed and objective evidence. 
Also noteworthy is the fact that although Bach's book was entitled The Art 
Ballade: Loewe and Schubert, there is only a brief chapter about the life of Schubert 
and his setting of'Erlkonig'. Readers may be misled by the title to think of this 
uneven and biased account as a comparative study of ballades by the two 
composers. 
72 Ihid.. pp. 130-131. 
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I he first dissertation in English on Loewe's ballade was Jane Ernestine 
Schleicher's The Ballades of Carl LocweJ^ Schleicher randomly selects a total of 
twenty ballades from approximately eighty-two ballades by Loewe and subjects 
them lo analysis.74 (Only ‘Der Fischer' and 'Der Schatzgraber' were chosen from 
sellings of Goethe's poems.) Schleicher begins by giving an account of the 
development of literary art ballade in Germany and the different stylistic writing of 
major poets, before moving on lo compare the evolution of musical ballades before 
and after Schubert. Her analysis reveals the influences of the literary folk ballade 
on the musical ballade (especially by major poets, such as Goethe, Schiller and 
Burger) and the struggle between music and text, pointing out a gradual deviation 
away from narrative-based to music-based design. Although her work contains 
detailed analyses of Lieder by diflerent composers and poets, no constructive 
comparison is given. Her lengthy and often descriptive analyses are illustrated by 
only a few music examples. In addition, her selection of songs is arbitrary. Her 
book, therefore, fails lo live up lo expectations, since her small sample-size and 
random selection may not sufficiently represent The Ballades of Carl Loewe. 
Nevertheless, included in her dissertation was a plausible discussion of the role 
of music in songs, ll asserts that music is an extension of poetic utterance. 
73 Jane Ernestine Schleicher, The Ballades of Curl LoeM'e (D.M.A. diss., University 
of Illinois, Ann Arbor: IJMl Press, 1966). 
Ihid.. p. 114. 
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Therefore, the musical design should duplicate that of the text, and the musical 
con lei us should reflect the mood and the general tone established by the poet. This 
concept was to become very important in the development of the Lied. In other 
words, following the foregoing perspective, in song design, elements like melody 
and form should be descriptive and follow faithfully the design of the poem instead 
of having a more discrete and outstanding character. In the ballades of Reichardt, 
Moltke, and Zelter. there is evidence of their attempts to probe into the mind of the 
pool and to consider these discoveries during composition of their Lieder. With 
these criteria, it is not difficult to understand why so many scholars come to the 
conclusion that Schuberfs charming melodies stand too impressively on their own 
and threaten to overwhelm the text. (This is the scenario described by Model 1 by 
Susan I.anger) In comparison with Schubert's Lieder, Loewe's demonstrates a 
more-lext-oriented treatment, and thus, the enchantment and charm of the melody is 
subordinated by the drama imposed through the text. This will be further 
illustraled in Chapter Four of this thesis. 
Paul Leinbach Althouse、dissertation of 1971^' provides one of the most 
thorough examinations of Loewe in the existing literature. Althouse gives an 
elaborate and meticulous historical account of Loewe's life and work. He also 
75 Paul Leinbach Althouse, Carl Loewe (1796-1869) his Ueder, Ballades, and Their 
Performance (Ph.D. diss., Yale University, Ann Arbor: UMI Press, 1971). 
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outlines the chronological development of Loewe's style before going on to discuss 
his Lieder. Of the sellings of fourteen poems analyzed by Althouse, five were the 
work of G o e t h e . H i s discussion of Lieder is divided into two different sections, 
with 1820 set up as the dividing line, though there appears to be no explicit reason 
for the choice. However, it seems very likely that the year 1820 was chosen 
becausc Loewe's most famous and influential Lied, 'Eiikonig'^^ was written after 
1817.78 Loewe reached the peak of his fame in the mid-183()s, thus making 1820 a 
good starting point for an investigation into his change of style. Moreover, there 
was a shift in his choicc of text type after 1820, when he inclined more towards 
ballade of sentimental stories that often fuse a lyrical viewpoint with narrative 
legendary. However, Loewe avoided situations with ghosts, witches, and other 
similar genres. Historical figures came more into play, as Loewe investigated 
music and folk tales from many a r e a s O n e unique area of this dissertation was 
the addition by Althouse of a chapter on the performance of Loewe's songs in the 
19''' and 20 '^' centuries, with detailed information on the performers, performances 
and recordings. 
76 These five were 'Nur wer die Sehnsucht kennt', 'Wandrers Nachtlied I', ‘Ich 
denke dein,’ Tirlkonig'. and ‘Die wandelne Glocke'. 
” Althouse. 1971, p. 4. Here. Althouse's analysis of this song takes up 33 pages. 
78 Loewe himself reported 1818 as the date of composition for 'Erlkonig' but some 
scholars suggested 1817. See Footnote in Althouse, 1971, p. 145. 
7() These include Poland, Spain, Austria. France and the Orient, and also the local 
Hohenzollerns and Prussians. See Allhoiisc, 1971, p. 1% and also Chapter V, i.e. 
pp. 175-245. 
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Gregory Warren Mason's research focused on analytical studies of Loewe's 
settings of non-narrative poems by Goetlie.8() The songs were grouped into nine 
different categories on the basis of text nature. A total of twenty-four of Loewe's 
non-narrative Lieder settings were analyzed；"^ ' Mason analyzed these Lieder in 
detail, studying the discrete characteristics of individual songs with emphasis on 
Iheir historical origin, Ibrm, the relationship between voice and accompaniment, text 
and accompaniment, text and voice and other factors, such as motivic development, 
harmonization and tonality. Although it is not a comparative study, Mason's work 
contains brief analyses of other composers, settings of the same poem, for example, 
Zuinsleeg and Schubert. However, on the whole, his analysis shows a general lack 
of focus and clear musical examples. His dissertation focused more on the 
description of analytical details instead of giving us a general understanding and 
good grasp of the style of Loewe. We have lo wait until the last four-and-a-half 
page conclusion before Mason summarizes the findings drawn from only one or two 
Licder. However, these brief and original analyses may provide useful reference 
拟）(iregory Warren Mason, Carl Loewe 's Settings For Voice and Piano of 
Non-narralive Poems by Goethe (D.M.A. diss., Urbana-Champaing: University of 
Illinois, 1994). The words ‘an extended paper' appeared on the title page of his 
dissertation. 
They are 'Ich denke dein\ 'Sehnsiicht', "Meine Ruh’ ist hin’’ Gretchen's Gebet 
from Faust I: 'Scene aus Faust,, ‘Waiidrers Nachllied I & 11,，three songs of 
'Lynceiis from Faust IF, 'Madchenwiinsche", ‘Die verliebte Schaferin Scapine，， 
M-rilhzeitiger Friihling von Gothe\ 'Mailied von Gothe\ 'Friihling tiber's Jahr von 
demselben\ ‘Aul、dem See', ‘Im Voriibergeheir, 'Ganymed', 'Canzonetta', 
'F re ihe Liter \ 'Wechser, 'Wenn der Bliithen Friihlingsregen', 'Madchen, als du 
kamst ans Lichf, Taria" and 'Mahomets Gesang’. 
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'Ich denke dein ’ 
This poem is one of Goethe's famous works, written 1796.^ " This four-strophed 
stanzaic poenV '^ has a regular syllabic pattern of[l l ,4, 11,4, 11,4, 11,4] with two 
new rhymes for each strophe [a, b, a, bf'^and the succession of rhymes alternating 
throughout the poem so that each strophe has a binary structure. It expresses 
feelings of longing thai one lover has for another. These feelings are expressed in 
an abstract form with the four stanzas repealing the same meaning from different 
perspectives. Instead of merely expressing emotion on a single level, the four 
stanzas deepen the feeling gradually, as the visual, sensual and aural strata are 
contrasted both inter' and intra-stanzaically'. 
Inter-stanzaically, the first stanza includes two layers of emotion. The visual 
layer, as expressed in the 'glitter of the sun' and 'glimmer of the moon' triggers the 
more cognitive, rellective layer where sight bids memory and related emotion 
results. The -Sonne' (sun — line one) and the ‘Mondes，(moon — line four) provide 
visual contrast. In the second stanza the visual contrast is further developed by the 
use of Mernen Wcge' (distant roads) and the "schmalen stege，(narrow footbridge). 
In the third stanza, the 'RaiischeiV (roar) of the wave in the first line, provides an 
82 (joelhe had heard Karl Friedrich Zelter's setting of a poem by in 1796, but 
considered the original poem by I-riederike Brun to be inadequate. He therefore 
rewrote it. See Whitton. p. 174. 
The term, 'stanzaic poenv will be used from this point on to refer to all stanzaic 
poems with a regular syllabic pattern between correspondent strophes. 
Each alphabet stands for a different rhyme within a strophe. 
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aural contrast with the 'alles schweight，(all is silence) of the grove. In the final 
stanza, distance ('feme, or far away) is contrasted with proximity (‘nah, near). In 
this stanza, Goethe paints an m/c r^-stanzaic, contrasting picture of the setting sun 
rDie Sonne siiikt，- The sun sinks) and the imminent glow of the stars (‘bald 
leuchlen mir die Sterne,). This final image of the setting sun giving way to the 
night lime stars also contrasts /"//'^ /-stanzaically with the first image of the poem, 
('dor Sonne Schimmer vom Meere strahlt' - the glitter of the sun radiates to me 
from the sea), signaling the unending feelings of longing, as expressed in the first 
stanza and recapitulated in the final stanza, concluding with the desperate plea, ' 0 
warst du da!，(Would you were here!)’ 
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Schubert、s selling 
Prior to Schubert's 1815 composition of ich denke dein’，there were already four 
、"* 86 
settings on record.^" Schubert wrote two versions of ich denke dein' and 
eventually chose llie latter for publication by Cappi and Diabelli，？ Both pieces 
were dedicated to his tcacher, Antonio Salieri. The following discussion will focus 
on tlic second version of'Ich denke dein,. 
Schuberfs sirophic setting in Gb major is characterized by its non-tonic 
opening and subtle molivic connection. Despite its brevity, it has an introduction 
and a postlude. The non-Ionic opening passes through a series of chords before the 
voice enters with the highest note (Gb) of the song (example 3.1). The tonicization 
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ofe flat minor in the introduction paves the way for its recurrence at b. 7 to 
underscore the climax. 
Example 3.1: Reduction of Schubert's ‘Ich denke deiir b. 1-3. 
bV e- oj Bj 
I I 1 u_ 1 
Among these, two were by Reichardt (c. 1795 and 1803), one by Himmel (1807) 
and one by Zelter (1808). See Lawrence D. Snydei; German Poetry in Song: an 
J ml ex of Lieder. Berkerley: Fallen Leaves Press, 1995, p. 131. 
‘Both versions were composed on the same 
day (February 2T\ 1815). 
87 Op. 5, No. 2, published in July 1821. 
‘B.，stands for 'bar' in this thesis. 4 9 
The tonic triad is not stated at length in root position until the end of the first 
phrase [ppp�. The vocal range is restricted lo one octave and there is no wide and 
difficult skip, except that of a diminished fourth (Gb-D) at bs 6-7. With the 
diminished fourth, the first chromatic note (D) of the voice part emerges. At this 
point (b.7) the bass (Bb-C-D-Eb) moves in contrary motion, and at b.9 stating a 
figure (Db-Eb-F-Gb) that is soon echoed in the postlude. The second half of the 
song, with its chromatic shading, contrasts with the diatonic first half to reflect the 
shift of imagery in the text. 
Comparison of the (wo Schubert versions 
As shown in Table 3.1. the two versions differ in a significant number of ways, 
though the voice pari is hardly changed. The second version does not repeat the 
introduction, and so enhances the flow between stanzas. However, the 
introduction remains important in the sense that it prepares the entrance of the voice 
emotionally and harmonically. Deleting it would make each entrance more abrupt. 
Moreover, since the voice part closes with the tonic rather than with the dominant, a 
stronger sense of ending is established in the second version. However, the short 
quaver tonic still leaves a sense of incompleteness. It is left to the postlude to 
bring each stanza to a close with a prolonged tonic harmony, albeit with the 
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dominant rathei" than the Ionic in the treble. 
Table 3.1: Comparison between the two versions of Schubert's ‘Ich denke dein,. 
1 version 2"。version 
Tempo Schr Itm^sam Langsam 
Time signature 6/8 
Accompanimcnl Each quaver note in the voice is Each quaver note in the 
accompanied by two semiquaver voice is accompanied by 
chords. one quaver chord. 
Introduction The opening chromatic ascent The same chromatic 
(D-Eb-Li-F-Gb) is evenly ascent becomes confined 
distributed in three bars. to two bars and is thus 
accelerated. 
The introduction is repeated. The introduction is heard 
only once. 
Last note (voice) Dominant with longer duration. Tonic with shorter 
duration. 
L()C]\'l' S setHiig 
Loewe's i ch denke dein' is the earliest composition among all his works analyzed 
in this thesis. It is also one of the earliest Lieder composed by Loewe, during his 
first year at the un ivers i ty .The work was finished in 1817，two years after 
Schubert's selling of Ihe same poem. Unlike Schubert. Loewe set the strophic 
则 In his second year al the university (1818) he composed his first two ballades, 
'IZdvvard' and 'Erlking'. Sec Bach, p. 60. 
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poem to through-composed music. The harmony is more chromatic with frequent 
lonicizations and the form is less straightforward, characterized with multi-sections: 
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Table 3.2 : Formal tructure ofLoewe's ' Ich denke dein' . 
S ction Bars; Poetic Stanzas Duration Key Schenle Meter 
Introduction 1-6 6 bars Eb+ -7 c- -7 Eb+ 6/4, 
3/2 
A I 7-14 8 bars Eb+ 3/2 
Stanza 1, lines 1-2 
A2 15-24 10 bars Bb+ 4/4 
Stanza I , Jines 3-4 
1--. 
Bl 25-35 11 bars Bb+ (-7g-) -7 F+ 
Stanza 2, lines 1-2 
B2 36-43 8 bars F+ -7 d-
Stanza 2 lines 3-4 
Cl 42-51 10 bars d-
Stanza 3, lines 1-2 
C2 52-64 13 bars F+ 3/4 
Stanza 3. lines 3-4 
D1 65-72 8 bars F+ -7 C+ 
Stanza 4, lines 1-2 
D2 73-81 9 bars F+ -7 Eb+ 
Stanza 4, line 3 
1--
D3 82-86 5 bars Eb+ 
Stanza 4. line 4 
Po. t lude 87-89 3 bars 
Loewe di ided eal:h of the four stanzas into two haJves and assigned each half a 
new key and sOlnetirnes even a new titne signature. This practice matched the 
internal rhynle tructllre of Goethe's poem in which each strophe was divided into 
two halves. 
C ll1 inor is briet1 tonicized in the introduction. This monlentary shift between 
Eb m~jor and the relati ve C minor seems to express the interplay between the 
sadn ss of longing and the sweetness of nlemories. 
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While Loewe's initial time signature was 6/4，it soon changed to 3/2. However, 
the 4+2 grouping of bs 1-2 is in overt contradict ion of Loewe's indication of 6/4 
meter. The opening four-note motive is followed by a semitonal descent, which is 
later developed in section CI (bs 44, 48-9). Moreover, as the piece unfolds, the 
opening lour-note motive also grows in importance (example 3.2a-e). 
Example 3.2a: Reduction of the four-note motive. 
fTPi 
a . 
Example 3.2b-c: Development of the Four-note motive. 
• t.25 voice b.27 b^ S^S b‘3。-3+bA« voice 
Much of section D2 is based on the circle of fifths. As the root progression 
ascends through A-D-G-C-F-Bb-Eb-Ab-Db (bs 75-79)卯，the bass descend from C to 
F (bs 76-79) sequentially before taking up a chromatic ascent (bs 79-81, bass: 
F#-(;-Ab-A) that leads lo Bb of the ensuing section for the new arrived Eb major. 
卯 A major - d minor - g minor (g?) - c minor — f minor (17) - Bb major - Eb 
major (Eb7) — Ah major — Db major. 
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(\)/nparis()n 
While we may expect the highest note to appear at the climax of a piece, this is 
not the case in Schubert's setting. Instead, at the very beginning, the first note of 
the voice is Gb sung in a declamatory manner. Tension is developed during the 
chromatically ascending inlroduclion leading to the highest note. In Loewe's 
setting, the highest note Ab, (b.ll) also appears early, before reaching the climax of 
section CI . Characterized by its stormy accompaniment, this climactic section is 
located near ihc mid-point ol、the whole piece, being framed by more peaceful 
sections in F major. 
In Schubert's setting, the text remains almost intact.')( In Loewe's setting, the 
slrophic design of GoelheVs poem is modified by frequent text repetition within 
stanzas. Loewe is more inclined to modify the text to suit his musical ends. In bs 
18-24, for example, Loewe could have ended the music on b. 23, but the repetition 
of Mn Quellen malt' at bs 19-24 prolonged the section ending by delaying of the 
appearance of the tonic Bb in the bass. At bs 75-86, the word 'mir' used in 
Goethe's poem was changed to be 'nur'. If this is not a typographical error，it is 
likely that 'nur" was used to help with the articulation of high F in b.76. 
Schuberfs strophic setting resulted in unavoidable and misplaced musical 
In Goethe's poem the third line of the second stanza ends with 'Stege' 
(Ibotbridge) instead of Wcge (road), as printed in the score published by Barenreiter 
in 1()77. 
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accents on certain words that should not have been emphasized. For example, 
stanza three, line 11 'oil zu\ line 12 ‘alles,; stanza four line 13 ‘bin,, line 14 'bist'. 
'nah\ line 16 Nonetheless, Schubert's setting is extremely luring, as his 
skillful harmonic treatment throughout the song impresses the listeners with the 
lyrical vocal melody where it fits Model 1, where ‘music swallows text'. Instead 
of depicting the meaning of individual text, the setting is 'poemness' (outer poetic 
form) and ‘textness.(syllables). Text functions only to carry the melody forward. 
L>ocwe\s setting is rather 'wordness' where changing scene and meaning between 
stanzas are carefully treated but the stanzaic integrity is broken. 
Studies of key characteristics suggest thai the ‘flat keys, have a more timid and 
introvert character than the sharp keys. Both composers adopted flat keys. 
Schubert set all four stanzas lo Gb major while Loewe explored more frequent 
modulalions, though they remain confined lo major flat keys, with a contrasting 
minor section located in the middle to express the sadness of the poem. 
Schubert's the beautiful melodies fully portrayed the sweetness of love. The 
imagery from text was recreated through the harmonic tension. The beauty of 
music was so important that it assimilated the text. And this relationship between 
text and music can be appropriately described by the Song Model 1, where music 
swallows text. In Loewe's setting, the musical structure and the poetic structure 
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closely resemble each other. Loewe tried to bring out the poem's sectional 
divisions through the use of corresponding musical sections with careful planning of 
key schemes and meters. While text exerts its power over music, on the other hand, 
text is altered in some cases by the composer in order to suit certain musical needs. 
These two elements interact, influence each other and arc mutually dependent. 
This relationship between text and music can be described by the Song Model 2, in 
which music and words combine and influence each other. 
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'Dcr Fischer ‘ 
Following the death of Goethe's sister Cornelia on 8 June, 1777, Goethe went 
through a period of wild debauchery. During that time, he produced many 
important works, including this poem. Written in January 1778,92 ‘Der Fischer, 
and its companion. 'An den MoncV {'To the moon'), employ the image of the river 
as a portent of death, exercising a magical power over human beings. 'Der 
Fischer' describes how a fisherman was lured by the words and song of the 
mythical character oi^  a water woman. The regular syllabic pattern of this poem is 
[8. 6, 8, 6. 8, 6, 8, 61. The rhyme pattern is more intermittent. The first and third 
stanzas have a rhyme slructure of [a, b, a, b, c, d, c, d] and [a, b, a, b, a, b, a, b] 
while that of the second and last stanzas are [a, b, c, b, c, d, c, d] and [a, b, a, b, c, d, 
e. d| respectively. Excluding the last stanza, there are four rhymes per stanza. 
Stanzas one and three comprise a succession of rhymes between alternating lines 
while line 11 and line 29 are marked with unexpected new rhymes. Although the 
poem is divided into four stanzas, the meaning of the text also suggests a ternary 
structure. The first and ihe last stanzas open with the same incipit of ‘the water 
rushed, the water swelled/ which imply a reprise of the same material. The last 
stanza had return of、ol「(line 25) and 'ihnf(line 29) from the first two stanzas. 
See Whitton, p. 181. 
()‘3 Same alphabets between different stanzas do not imply the same rhyme. They 
are used only to represent the rhyme structure within a stanza. 
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Stanzas two and three contain the 'dialogues' between the fisherman and the water 
woman. These arc grammatically in first person while the first and last stanzas are 
in third person with a narrative tone, which further demonstrates a tripartite pattern. 
Schubert :v selling 
On 5 July 1815 Schubert set 'Der Fischer； (D.225) as a strophic song of four 
stanzas. The song was among the works Schubert sent to Goethe in 1816. The 
expressiveness oflhe four four-bar phrases of each stanza is enhanced by its 
rhythmic and harmonic simplicity. Unlike many other short pieces by Schubert, 
there is no introduction to this piece. However, the two-bar postlude at the end of 
the stanza functions as an introduclion to the next stanza and releases the developed 
tension. 
The accompanimenl often doubles the vocal line and shows little independence. 
The climax oflhe Lied occurs upon the attainment of the high G (b.l2, anticipated 
by the accompaniment). This climax is followed by a chromatic ascent (bs 14-16 
voice: A-Bb-Fi-C). which leads to the lonicization o lX minor. Appearing on an 
accented second heal (jp\ this tonicizalion brings oat the only chromatic note (b.l5, 
B natural) used in the melody just as the prevailing rhythm gives way to the closing 
gesture. 
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On the surface, this is a setting of extreme simplicity. A closer study of the 
music and text alter our description. Schubert put two lines of poetry in one 
musical phrase, resulting in two pairs of rhymes per stanzas，eschewing the 
irregular rhyme pattern occurring in the odd-numbered lines of the poem. The 
strophic setting results in the misplacement of prepositions or articles on the strong 
beat. Curiously, these all happen in the first stanza (line 3 ‘nacli,，line 4 ‘bis,, line 
7 'clem'), which raises the question of what the result would have been if Schubert 
had laid his eyes on the latter strophes instead. 
Loe^vc s selling 
Although 'Der Fischer' is a strophic poem, Loewe did not adopt a strophic design. 
Instead, he employed a special ternary setting underlined by a tonal scheme that 
resembles a sonata-form. The overall layout can be designated as 
A-(B1 -B2HA'+B'). B1 and B2 are very similar and the third section restates half 
of A and hal f of B in the home key of E major. This tripartite design echoes the 
structure of the poem with E major associated with the fisherman and A major, D 
major and F sharp minor associated with the water woman. When at last the 
fisherman is lured by the water woman, the key changes back to E major to 
The pairs of rhymes are、m,,、”)r, in stanza 1, 'uncf in stanza 2，‘er，，‘au，in 
stanza 3, *up，，'ehn' in stanza 4. 
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underline materials recapitulated from the previous sections. 
Table 3.3: Formal overview of Loewe's 'Der Fischer.' 
Section Bar (no. of bars) Text Key Scheme* 
A 1 1-26(26) Stanza 1 ^ 
Introduction 1-4(4) E+ 
广 phrase 4-14(10) Lines 1-4 
2"d phrase 1 4 - 2 5 ( 2 + 1 0 严 Lines 5-8 
B 27- 89 (31 +33)9(、 b 1: Stanza 2 A+, f#-, D+ 
D2: Stanza 3 
1 Interlude 27-28 (2) A+ 
phrase 28-35 (7) Lines 9-10 
phrase 35-42 (7) Lines 11-12 
3'd phrase 42-49 (7) Lines 13-14 
4山 phrase 49-56 (7) Lines 15-16 —D+ 
2 Interlude 56-60 (5) D+ 
1 St phrase 60-68 (8) Lines 17-18 A+ 
phrase 68-75 (7) Lines 19-20 
3丨d phrase 75-81 (6) Lines 21-22 
4山 phrase 81-8^( Lines 23-24 ->F#+ 
A* 90-126(37) Stanza 4 E+ 
+ Introduction 90-93(4) E+ 
phrase 93-103 (10) Lines 25-28 
phrase 104-111 (7) Lines 29-30 
phrase 112-119(8) Lines 31-32 E+ 
Postlude —119-126(8) 
tonicization 
As summarized in tabic 3.3, traditional ‘four-‘ or 'eight-bar' phrases hardly appear 
')，A two-bar interlude precedes the 2"(丨 phrase and is denoted by 2+10. 
Section B is 64-bar long. The lengths of its composite stanzas are denoted as 
31 1 33 to facilitate comparison. 
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in this setting. For example, all lour phrases of section B1 are seven-bars long.'^ ^ 
Since lines 1-4 and lines 5-8 of stanza one is unified by the sounded syllabic pattern 
of [8. 6, 8, 6J, a binary design seems feasible. Moreover, the alternate rhyme 
scheme of'olT-'an" changed to \scht'-'or^  indicates that stanza one can be treated in 
a binary fashion. The control of poem over musical design is in evidence. This 
control is even more explicitly manifested in Loewe's use of text painting technique. 
For instance, when the water woman begins to sing in the second stanza, the vocal 
line becomes more ccmtuhile in style/)'、 i,i section A1 the voice sings mainly in 
stepw ise motion. The descent of minor seventh from E to F# ( voice, bs 23-24) 
appears brie 11 y. only to assume more importance in the climactic B sections. See 
bs 76. 78, 82 and 84, where the minor seventh, the widest leap of the work, appears 
to intensify Ihc luring by the water woman. Moreover. F#，which appears nine 
times within bs 75-86, is the highest note of the piece. 
The accompaniment is not subordinate to the vocal line. The bass motives of 
sections A and the B are active throughout most of the song. (See example 3.3a and 
3.3b) In section B2 the bass motive 2 of section B1 is transferred to the piano's 
right hand (from b. 59). 
In section B2. the phrases are even more varied in length. 
卯 minor was tonicized (b. 42) lo underpin the phrase 'up to the fire of death*. 
According to August Gatliy, the key of M minor evokes a gloomy, furious feeling. 
See Sleblin, p. 170. 
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Example 3.3a: Bass motive 1 of Loewe's ‘Dei. Fischer'. 
Example 3.3b: Bass motive 2 of Loewe's ‘Der Fischer’. 
‘ M / f h f r r \T f r \ 
I—" 
The other interesting phenomenon is the sentence order of'Sie sprach zu ihm, 
sie sang zu ihm" is altered at bs 104-108 of section C (line 29 of the poetry). Since 
the pilches Ibr 'sang, and 'spraclv are only B and C respectively which are not high 
notes, there appears lo be no obvious musical reason lo justify the change. If this 
is not a misprint, Loewe、alteration seems arbitrary. 
C 'oniparison of the two settings 
Scluibert,s setting is very diatonic when compared with Loewe's. The rather strict 
confinement to Bb major with the only lonicization happens at c minor contrasts 
sharply with Loewe's use of E major and the tonicization of A, 1) and F#. Loewe's 
melodies are also more elaborately shaped. In terms of musical expressiveness, 
Schuberrs conservative approach to tonality，harmony, melody and accompaniment 
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was overshadowed by Loewe's kaleidoscopic setting. Loewe's non-strophic 
setting')。is much longer than Schubert's strophic approach (126 bars versus 72 
bars). The setting of a stanzaic poem to non-strophic music distorts the overall 
formal struct Lire of the poem and the stanzas become hierarchically related. Its 
irregular musical accentuation also differs markedly from that of a strophic setting. 
And hence, on the surface, Schubert's slrophic setting appears to be more 
appropriate. However, Loewe's setting lays much more emphasis on text painting 
and he dramatizes his music with varied phrase lengths to enhance the meaning of 
the text. If we probe into the meaning of the poem, Loewe's setting reflects more 
closely the underlying tripartite structure of the text. This suggests that he 
carcfully considered the meaning and the structure of'Der Fischer,' while Schubert 
opted for a more straightforward strophic approach when setting the poem. 
Moreover, Loewe once again repeats and alternates the poem text while Schubert 
maintains the poem's integrity. 
Schubert' short strophic music setting can be described by Song Model 3, in 
which music carries the text forward while text gives meaning to music. In 
Loewe's setting, just like what lie had done in ich denke Dein', the musical 
structure and the poetic structure closely resemble each other, both displaying a 
Since it uses the repetition scheme, this cannot be considered a 
through-composed song. 
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tripartite layout. While text exerts its power over music, text alteration is also 
found. This mutual-dependent relationship between the two elements is similar to 
the ease of Mcli denke Deiif and can also be described by the Song Model 2. 
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"Dlt Schalz^rdber ‘ 
The poem relates the tale of an impoverished young man who decides to dig for 
treasure. The poetic scheme consists of five 8-line narrative stanzas. With these 
five stanzas, il leads the readers into the frightening and disturbing scenery and 
brings them out safely. The dramatic turning point is in the middle stanza. 
The regular syllabic pattern of this poem is [8, 8, 8, 7. 8, 8, 8, 7]. There are 
four different rhymes for each strophe. From the poem and the rhyme structure, 
each strophe can be divided into two halves, each of which comprises four lines,丨()o 
making up a rhyme structure of [a, b, b, c, a, a, a, c] per stanza. This is a "first 
person,, narrative poem but two dialogues are found at stanza 1, lines 7-8 and 
throughout stanza 5. The first is an outcry by the first person to 'You'.'^' The 
second is between the 'fair youth, and the Ireasure seeker. The 'fair youth' is the 
active participant, while the treasure seeker is passive, absorbing the words and 
丨00 These two halves have an interesting rhyme scheme. Each first line (e.g. line 1 
and line 5) and last line (line 4 and line 8) carries the first (-zen) and third (-ut) 
rhyme while each of the middle two lines (line 2-3 and line 6-7) carries the second 
(-ge) and the first (-ben) rhyme respectively. 
It seems iliat Cioelhe's readers are expected to decide for themselves who 'you' 
is, but Goethe olTers considerable help. The obvious conclusion that ‘you’ is the 
devil, or the forces of evil, springs from the last line of stanza 4, where Goethe 
writes that the apparition 'can surely not be the Devil'. The Devil was (and still is) 
central to the mythology of witchcraft. Also, considering that the poem was 
wriUen in 1707 and witch-hunting in Europe was still within adult memory for 
many (the last known execution for witchcraft was in Switzerland in 1782) the 
imagery of the devil, briefly planted and then rapidly supplanted by that of the 
celestial being (Clod or Jesus?) may be significant. See Ronald Bruce Meyer, ‘Last 
Execution of Witchcraft in Switzerland (1782)’. from 
http://vs ww.roiialdbrucenievcr.coni/rants/Q617almanac.htm, 13 December 2003. 
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making no comment. The narrations and dialogues in this poem obviously invite 
different musical settings. 
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Schiiherl s selling 
This particular Lied, most likely deemed unsatisfactory by Schubert, is among the 
lew 1815 Lieder thai he did not send to Goethe.'"' It is a strophic setting of five 
stanzas, of w hich the first two and the remaining three stanzas are set to slightly 
dilTerent music. The structure is highly symmetrical: each stanza consists of two 
sections of four lines each plus a postlude. Beginning with d minor and ending in 
D major, this work is characterized by a shift of mode while melodies and 
accompaniments remain largely unchanged. This reflects the ballade's change in 
mood from stanza 3 onward. The tonicization of the submediant at b. 9 seems to 
be more appropriate for stanza two than stanza one, where an action is depicted. 
(‘The magic spell was cast!') This again stimulates a thought, as discussed in the 
i)er Fischer", that in a strophic setting, Schubert did not focus solely on the first 
stanza of the poem. Instead, he developed a thorough understanding of the general 
totality of the poem before selecting the parts to be highlighted. The interrupted 
cadence of b. 17 ends on the submediant, which brings about the climax of the song 
with the fearsome subjects oi、blood，and with the other strophe 'black and stormy 
night". In section B. two fermatas appear (bs. 31 and 38) involving again the 
submediant degree (B major and B minor respectively). The narrative poem is set 
to rather plain music without much drama. Schubert did not set the narrations and 
i(丨2 Whitton, p. 190. 
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spoken languages differently, nor did he use his music lo articulate the treasure 
seeker's adveiUiire. 
Loewe :v setting 
Loewe's -Der Schatzgraber* of 1836 did not adopt a slrophic setting for this strophic 
poem. With careful consideration of the narrative nature of the poem, he set the 
five stanzas to five sections of music. The meaning and the mood of the ballade 
are closely reflected but there is no one-to-one correspondence between stanzas and 
musical sections. 
Table 3.4: Formal structure of'Der Schatzgraber': 
Section (bars) Poem 
A (1-22) Lines 1-4 (Stanza 1) 
B (23-79) Lines 5-16 (Stanzas 1 -2) 
C (79-92) Lines 17-21 (Stanza 3) 
D (93-122) Lines 22-32 (Stanzas 3-4) 
E (123-180) I Lines 33-40 
The solemn mood of section A seems to depict the desperation of the treasure 
seeker and section B commences the narrative of his actions (lines 5-6). Section C 
links sections A and B to the joyful sections D and E. Section D unfolds in a new 
key alter the word *heller’（“brighter”). Comparing section A, B with section D, E, 
the scene here changes abruptly. Section D describes the entrance of the 'fair 
youth' while section E sets the celestial figure's words to music, as it speaks to the 
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treasure seeker. The constant alternation between A and E major is characteristic. 
In fact, the two tonics compete throughout the song. 
Table 3.5: Formal and tonality plan for ‘Der Schatzgriiber': 
Section (bars) Tonality 
A (1 -22) C major, a minor (bs 17-22) 
B 
B1 (23-42) e minor 
B2 (43-54) a minor 
B1 ‘ (55-65) a minor, e minor 
B2' (66-79) a minor 
C (79-92) d/ minor (closely related to E major) 
D (93-122) E major 
E (123-180) A major, E major (b. 150), (with 
tonicization of d minor), A major 
The harmonic language of the song is varied. The introduction is 
characterized by syncopated monodies (bs 1-16). In Section A, the note G# 
clashes with A at b. 20 and forms a diminished 4"、with the bass D. Loewe 
removes the clash upon repetition at b. 22 by using a cross-over pattern between bs. 
21 and 22 (example 3.4). It would appear that the composer assigns importance to 
the clash of b. 20 but revises his decision for b. 22. If that were not the case, the 
clash would be more evident in b. 22, for there is no voice to cover it. 
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Example. 3.4: Excerpts from Loewe's 'Der Schatzgraber', bs 20-22: 
b.20 lil. 22. 
f I I I I I n 11 I I 
#1 tf J J j J 二 J «i 许J J 三 
Xm 1 , 
\ 
Section B. which can be subdivided into four parts (Bl, B2, BT and B2) brings 
along a change in the style of the accompaniment. It no longer doubles the voice 
part. Instead, the accompaniment becomes chromatic just as it gains 
independence. 
Section C is arguably the most important part of the song. Beginning with the 
repealed note it gradually develops into G# major triad (b. 86) before tonicizing 
niinor at b.88. This procedure gives G# an obscured identity until G#7 + C# 
minor appears to define it as a dominant. The section eventually ends on G# major, 
the dominant of C# minor. The Fx- G# clash of b. 89 is a product of semitonal 
voice-leading. 
Section D is in E major. This underlines the dramatic change of scene, on the 
appearance of Ihe 'fair youtlv. After three strokes of the note B, the music 
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proceeds to tonicize the brighter key of E major.'^'' The whole section is very 
dialonically set. The harmonic rhythm gradually slows down, revealing more 
ob\ ioLisly, the struggle between A and E major. The voice ends on the tonic of A 
major, but the subdominant d minor is later tonicized in the coda (bs 175- 180). 
With this new lonicization. the identity of the ending in A major is perplexed. 
Comparison of the hvo settings 
Both composers noted the importance of stanza 3, which changed the mood of the 
whole scene. While keeping ihe strophic form of the poem, Schubert imposed a 
binary structure and addressed the change of mood by means of a major-minor shift 
wilh loiiicizations at Bb major, B minor and B major. Loewe did not adhere to the 
slrophic pattern and came up with a five-part design, as suggested by the poem. 
Schubert's tonal design was again straightforward while Loewe experimented with 
something more adventurous: the monodic-opening made the tonality remained 
undefined; the contrast between A and E minor, A and E major, new tempos and 
time signatures for new sections; the postludc ended on a non-tonic area. Schubert 
built up the climax with chromaticism and tonicization, but there were even more 
climaxes in Loewe's setting, thus creating a more kaleidoscopic, if less unified, 
According to the sharp-Hat theory, E major is a brighter and more piercing key. 
ll is also a key that expresses fire and wildness, noisy shouts of joy and laughing 
pleasure. See Steblin, 1983. pp.160-161, pp.178-185. 
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effect. Moreover, Loewe focused on shifting textual meaning of ‘Der 
Sclialzgraber' while Schubert treated it as a poetic entity in which form remained 
the composer's greater concern. 
The two sections-strophic setting of Schubert enables a slight-bond between 
music and the text only. Tonicization at important points highlight the drama. 
Change Irom minor lo major is used for changc of mood in the text. However, the 
melody carries ihe lexl forward in a repetitive rhythmic pattern and the plain 
accompaniment fails to support the evolving drama. Therefore, it lies between 
Song Model 2 and Song Model 3. The words have a slight influence on music and 
the major function of the music is lo carry the text forward. In his setting, Loewe 
focused seriously on the shifting textual meaning of the poem and composed music 
for it with careful consideration of every narrations and dialogues. Song Model 2 
would best describe this mutual dependent relationship between word and music. 
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'Der CJOU unci die Bajaderc ’ 
Written in 1797. the so-called year of ballades, this was an especially long, erotic, 
narrative poem by Goethe, recounting a Hindu legend he had encountered during his 
period of exploration into oriental literature. Goethe's poem portrayed a sexual 
liaison between the Hindu God Mahadeh and a temple dancer or Bayadere,^ 
followed by his death in her bed, her grief and her attempt to commit suicide on his 
funeral pyre. Interestingly, the last three lines of each of the nine stanzas stand out 
because of their non-indention. These three lines depict action while the preceding 
lines in the stanza are more about narratives and dialogues. The regular syllabic 
formula is [8, 7’ 8, 7, 12’ 12, 111. However, stanzas 4 and 9 have a slightly 
diflerent syllabic pattern in the last three non-indented lines than the other stanzas. 
The last three lines of stanza 4 are f l l , 11, 10] and thai of stanza 9 is [11, 11, 11] 
instead of [12. 12, 11 j. The rhyme scheme has a pattern of [a, b, a, b, c, d, c, d; c, c, 
dj throughout. 
Schiiherf s seidn^^ 
Schubert set ihe nine stanzas to strophic music. There is very limited contrast in 
The German word Bajadere refers to the Hindu temple dancer, or Bayadere. 
Whitton translated Bajadere as 'prostitute'. This is not a faithful translation and is 
at odds with the Hindu interpretation of the Bajadere as a revered, model devotee of 
Shiva. See Whitton, p. 187. “ 
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the music even though the poem relates intense drama involving three characters. 
Schubert's selling is surprisingly plain, being characterized by the use of repetitive 
rhythmic motives and simple chordal accompaniment. According to Robert 
Schumann, there is more 'length' than 'heavenliness, in the music，） 
The song is bipartite in layout. Eb major was commonly used at the time as a 
Christian symbol for the Holy Trinity. Although the God in question is not a 
Christian God, the use of Eb major could have conveyed the same sense of divinity 
and holiness. Section A (bs 1-16), a parallel period formed by an antecedent (bs 
1-8) and a consequent phrase (bs 9-16), briefly tonicizes scale degrees ii (f minor, bs 
7-8). V (Bb major, b. 8) and IV (Ab major, b. 14), creating short-lived chromaticism. 
(See example 3.5). The song is otherwise diatonic. 
Example. 3.5: Tonicizations in section A of Schubert's ‘Der Gott und die Bajadere,. 
b.l 牙 I b.8 
Cj f oj BV a^ 
The harmonic rhythm slows further in section B (bs 17-24), which sets parts of the 
poem that are not indented by Goethe. The two-bar postliide serves also as an 
i()-、Schubert himself wrote on the manuscript: 'in these verses as in the others, the 
content must determine the piano and the /o/7e. Thus the fundamental contrasting 
elements of the three characters, i.e. the Bayadere, the God and the temple priests, 
were lacking. Only in Graham Johnsoivs recording is the contrast brought out, 
when a female voice sings the Bayadere, a male singer the God and two male 
singers the temple priests. See Ibid, p. 188. 
_ IhicL, p. 188. 
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interkide for Ihc strophic setting. No special text painting or obvious climax stands 
out, though Schubert takes us close to a climax in b.l4, with the appearance of the 
highest pitch lib and the tonicization of Ab major. In sum. Schubert's setting of 
the song is extremely plain and simple. Moreover, it seems that he neglected the 
slight difference in Ihe number of syllables of stanzas 4 and 9 and therefore leaves 
technical problems of word-fitting to the performers. The strophic setting also 
results in accents on conjunctions, prepositions and articles such as 'und', 'aber，， 
and “die,. 
Loewe s setting 
At first glance, this appears lo be a through-composed work, but closer examination 
debunks thai assertion and reveals a rather more complex setting. This lengthy and 
rather kaleidoscopic work adopts harmonies that range from simple diatonicism to 
chromaticism. Loewe scl the nine stanzas to twenty sections, using mainly C 
major. A minor and A major. He set the non-indented lines to new keys and 
sometimes to new tempi. The stanzas are at times regrouped or divided into new 
sections. Some sections arc related harmonically while others share similar 
accompaniment materials. Unlike the closing sections, which are rather 
fragmentary in their melodic and harmonic makeup, the rest of the song contains 
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well-defined sections. 
Table 3.6: Formal structure of Loewe's 'Dcr Gott und die Bajadere'. 
~SectTon Bars ( n o : o f [Sta i^ [ Y ^ Time Tempo 
bars) / Line area Signature 
[ a Bs 1-16 (16) Stanza 1 C major 4/4 Maestoso 
Lines 1-8 
"2 "BI Bs 17- 24(8) Stanza 1 A minor 6/8 Nobile 
Lines 9-11* Mosso 
"3 C Bs 25- 46Tr6) Stanza 2 C major 4/4 Allegretto 
Lines 12-19 
1 IM Bs41-6(r(20) Stanza 2 A minor 2/4 Allegretto 
I Lines 20-22* 
"T——in W i ^ - ' W O I ) s T a n ^ C major 2/4 Allegretto 
Lines 23-30 
~6 m B s ^ n y i r T ) Stanza 3 A minor 2/4 Allegretto 
—— Lines 31-33* 
Brr iT- l?4732)S tanza 4 C major 2/4 Allegretto 
Lines 34- 41 
~8 B2 b T h S ^ I ' I ^ W Stanza 4 A minor 6/8 Come 
Lines 42-44* Sopra 
V Bs 153-184 (32) Stanza 5 A major 2/4 Come 
Line 45-52 Sopra 
"To B3 Bs l84^20b l l 7 )——St^^ A major 6/8 Allegretto 
Lines 53-55* 
T f — " K Bs 201-20¥"(^ Stanza 6 A major 2/4 Allegretto 
Lines 56-57 
"TT^'cTl Bs 209-232 (2~8) Stanza 6 A minor 2/4 Allegretto 
Lines 58-63 
13—~G2 Bs 232- 248 (16)~Stanza 6 A minor ' m Allegretto 
Lines 64-66* 
1 4 E ' 4 + G r S t a n z a 7 A minor Ta Allegretto 
Lines 67-70 
TS ^ I I S Bs"265-28(r(l6") Stanza 7 C major 2/4 Allegretto 
Lines 71-74 
1 7 ) G 3 t ^ J ^ ^ ^ ' c T S ~ S t a i ^ ' ^ A minor 2/4 Allegretto 
— Line 75-77* 
T ? ^ Bs 293- 324 (32 ) " “Slanza 8 A minor 2/4 Allegretto 
Lines 78-85 
___ _ _ _ _ 1^324- 347 ( 2 4 ) S l a n z a 8 ^major 2/4 Allegretto 
Lines 86-88* + 
Stanza 9 A minor 
—_ —_ _ Lines 89-90 
T9 - l i 厂 — I W S y r 沉 " 一 S t a i ^ c major 174 Allegro 
— Lines 91-% 
"2Q"~"| H2 "lirsT7"^:r7876) Lii^97-99* [C major | 4/4 Allegro — 
* denotes non-indented lines 
The song is characterized by the alternation of C major and A minor, with 
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A-inajor sections interspersed in the middle. The ending develops into a highly 
diversified passage where entirely new materials (G and H) are used, though A 
minor and C major remain in force. As the music unfolds sections B, D and E 
recur and grow in importance. 
Special emphasis is placed on non-indented lines through the use of different 
tonicizations, lime signatures and tempi. These lines often depict action. 
Towards the end. however, this correlation between music and text dissolves. Each 
of the Stanzas 6’ 7 and 9 of the poem is divisible into three sections rather than two. 
From stanza 5 onwards, non-indented lines no longer bring musical changes. 
Loewe appears lo have varied his music in order to suit the drama of the poem. 
The key scheme, niotivic development, melody and accompaniment are mostly 
designed in accordance with the development of the drama, though they became 
more arbitrarily arranged after stanza 6. The recurrence of selected sections (B, D 
and E) and the use of modified repetitions are found throughout this work. 
Moreover, although the melodies of sections A and C differ, the harmonies and 
much of the accompaniment are retained. The piano lakes up a more active role 
from section D onwards and the accompaniment (for example, bs 216- 224 and bs 
347- 360) at times runs the risk of overriding the voice part. 
Amidst the varied musical styles, the climax is made outstanding by the 
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juxiaposition of A and E major at section Gl , being underpinned by the soaring 
chromatic melodies and dynamic accompaniment. This is the point in the drama at 
which Bayadere finds Mahedeh dead after the ‘happy jesting'. The appearance of 
A major at bs 153-208 (sections F, B3, E3) with text from stanza 5 and the first two 
lines of stanza 6 is carefully arranged. These sections deal with the erotic part of 
the poem and end at b. 209 when Bayadere finds Mahadeh dead and cold. The 
following G sections dramatically transport the poor Bayadere and the audience 
from the dreamlike erotic scene back to cruel reality by means the return of A minor, 
active accompaniment and repeated tonicization of A minor with contrasting 
terraced dynamics. From b. 265 onwards, with the return of the melody of section 
E in C major and the diatonic accompaniment, the climax subsides. A second 
climax begins to unfold iVoni b. 347，as the accompaniment increases in density and 
the rhythm gains momentum, driving all the way towards the end of the song. 
Comparison 
The two settings are very different in their length, tonal scheme and their 
interpretations of the poem and dramaticism. While Schubert's strophic setting 
plays down the drama of the poem, with all nine stanzas confined to Eb major and a 
26-bar long binaiy setting, Loewe works out eight different sections, totaling 378 
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bars. If Schubert fails lo depict the narrations, Loewe's kaleidoscopic and 
exaggerated approach also runs the risk of diffusing the focus of the poem. 
Since Schubert set these nine stanzas to extreme-plain strophic music, it is 
closest lo Song Model 3. Meanwhile, Loewe's kaleidoscopic and fragmentary 
setting is somehow different from his previous settings. Music maintains 
considerable relation with words, but it attains a very high independent status and 
thus the end product becomes sometimes rather strange and new. Song Model 4 
would best describe this situation. 
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‘Der Sanger ’ 
The poem first appeared in Wilhelm Meister、s Apprenticeship. It was sung by an 
old man ‘with large blue eyes, peering gently from under white eyebrows and with a 
long white beard, which fell from under a finely shaped nose'.''' With this 
medieval ballad and the accompaniment of his harp, the old man entertained the 
drinkers in an inn, which included Wilhelm and his friends. Several of the works 
from Wilhelm Meister, are illustrative of Goethe's musicality, ‘Der Sanger' in 
particular.io8 However, in the text，stanzas 2, 4, 5 and most of 6 are spoken by the 
minstrel rather than sung. The syllabic formula of the poem is [8, 7, 8, 7，8，8, 7] 
and the rhyme structure for each stanza is [a, b，a, b，c，c, d]. 
Schubert、s setting 
Schubert's 'Der Sanger' is the most extraordinary setting among the poems we have 
selected. Although the poem has a regular structure, it is set to through-composed 
rather than strophic music. The drama of the poem is articulated into six different 
sections，of which the third is a musical-hybrid of the first two sections and all other 
sections contain newly composed musical material. Moreover, Schubert's choice 
of which sections of the poem are to be set as recitatives does not fall in line with 
107 Whitton, p. 169. 
108 Whitton，pp. 169-171. 
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the poem's sectional divisions. 
Table 3.7: Recitatives in Schubert's 'Der Sanger'. 
Recitation (bar) Text (line) 
King (1-26) Stanza 1 (1-7) 
Minstrel and the narrator (43-48) Stanza 2 and Stanza 3 (12-16) 
Narrator (69-72) Stanza 3 (19-21) 
Minstrel | Stanza 5 (33-35) 
Schubert set this work to accompaniments that keep changing, giving the work a 
very operatic form, with frequent change of keys and alternations between recitative 
and arioso-like sections. 
The song opens in D major, a key generally used during the classical period to 
represent Triumph and Victory.^ ^^ Section A (bs 1-26) carries only the 
introduction (Al) and the King's recitation (A2). The first 12-bar-introduction has 
a flavor of classical piano sonata or operatic overture. However’ tonicization 
occurs very quickly at A major (b. 8), G major (b. 19) and C major (b. 21). A 
major returns at b. 26 to end the section. 
Section B1 (bs 26-42) starts with the intrusion of F major, contrasting sharply 
with D major together with the florid arioso-like vocal line and the triple waltz-like 
time to symbolize nobility. The ending of the section is tonicized at C major (b.41) 
with sequential treatment of melody. Moreover, text repetitions are found for the 
Steblin, 1983. pp.160-161 and pp. 178-185. 
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contentment of a 16-bar section. 
Section B2 (bs 43-49) is the second recitative where texts of two different 
stanzas are grouped together. With the linear bass progression of C-C#-D-C-B-A 
(see example 3.6), the music paves the way for the return of D major and, with it, 
the arrival of section A l , (bs 49-72), where the opening piano introduction returns. 
Example 3.6: Linear bass progression in Schubert's 'Der Sanger' (bs 43-49). 
b. 4-i 0 斗“ 
This section grows into the third recitative (section B2) and ends, somewhat 
unexpectedly，on B major (b. 72). 
Section C (bs 73-87) starts in G major without harmonic preparation and the 
piano resumes its passive accompaniment role. B minor is tonicized at b. 80 
before the reprise of the G major opening at b. 81. The tonicization of D major at 
b. 86 is soon canceled out by that of F major at b. 88, upon which the new section D 
(bs 88-98) commences with its swinging 6/8 time. The structure of the music 
closely follows the changing scene of the drama. 
The tonicization of F major in section D is replaced by that of Bb major in 
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Section E, being bipartite in layout. High pitches are lavishly used in sections C 
and D. This is the climactic section of the whole piece characterized by frequent 
and unprepared tonicizations. It comes to an end on B major，with the melody 
ending on the mediant instead of the tonic. It is the accompaniment that brings out 
the tonic ending. The use of a great variety of figurations, recitatives and frequent 
tonicizations produces a very operatic style. Moreover, text repetition，seldom 
encountered in Schubert's work, appears in bs 37-41 (‘Who can know their 
names?'), bs 56-64 (‘Resolutely the knights looked on, while the fair ladies looked 
down into their laps.,), bs 115-119 and bs 125- 126. (‘If you fare well, think of me.,) 
All the aforementioned points to this setting as being unique to Schubert. He 
does not set the stanzaic poem strophically but adopts a through composed, rather 
operatic and dramatic style. This shows a greater freedom in treating the poem's 
structure, since he does not adhere to the form of the poem, but adopts text 
repetitions. This is the only work discussed in this paper that is set in this manner. 
In fact, this is one of the five settings in Schubert's Lied repertoires, which set a 
stanzaic poem with through composed music. This work was included in 
Schubert's second attempt to submit a packet of work to Goethe，in 1825. One 
might speculate over the possibility that Schubert's greater flexibility in setting the 
poem was a response to his failure to engage Goethe with his first packet of work, 
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however, since 'Geistesgruss', 'Rastlose Liebe', 'Der Konig in Thule', i.e the other 
three strophic poems set with non-strophic music, were also included in the first 
packet of 1816. 
Loewe [s setting 
Loewe's 'Der Sanger' was set as a rondo or a varied strophic form 
(ABB’A，B，,A，’）where the six stanzas fit into six musical sections. Compared to 
Schubert's setting, which also begins and ends in different keys，less tonicizations 
are involved in Loewe's setting. 
Section A (bs 1-16) starts in F major but the tonality is well-established only at 
b. 8 after the prefect cadence. Melody doubles the accompaniment while the 
accompaniment is full of octaves. The opening theme is hidden in the left hand 
piano part at bs 4-5. (See example 3.7) No tonality is suggested until b.3 where a 
minor is formed and cadence at F major in b. 8. From this point onwards，a 
four-note figure is treated in sequence. See example 3.8 below: 
Example 3.7: Hidden opening theme in left hand ofLoewe's ‘Der Sanger', (bs 4-5). 
r I r r 
. J—-" 
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Example 3.8: Sequence of four-note figure ofLoewe's 'Der Sanger', (bs 8-13). 
J 气 ( 0 . I “ I J. 
The following section (bs 16-52), divisible into two parts (B and B，)， 
commences with abrupt changes of key，meter and tempo. The ending of section B 
(bs 29-34) tonicizes D major in preparation for the ensuing recurrence of Bb by 
means of German 6山 chord and half diminished seventh. (See example 3.9) 
Example 3.9: Reduction showing the tonicization of D major in Loewe's ‘Der 
Sanger' (bs 29-34). 
The chromatic inner part of C#-D-Eb-E-D (bs 30-31) can be traced back to the 
chromaticism of the opening phrase E-F-Eb-D-F#-G. (bs There is some 
change of text in sections B and B’. At b. 48 (line 21), ‘reichen, (to get) is used to 
replace 'holen' (to pass). This seems acceptable since the meaning is similar. 
110 This chromatic figure reappears at the piano left hand part in bs 4-6. 
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However, the words ‘Ergetzen, at b. 30 (line 4) and 'Gieb' at bs 53, 55 (lines 22, 23) 
should read 'Ergotzen' (to amuse) and 'Gib' (to give) respectively. These may be 
typographical errors of the Max edition)" Section B, ends rather abruptly with an 
ascent to high G (b. 47) after a prolonged repetition of Bb: V-I. 
Comparison 
Both settings are very operatic, with long pauses of fermata after each section, 
and a new time and key used for each section making each one highly independent. 
For both composers, F major and Bb major are used. F major is used by Schubert 
to contrast against D major, with his Bb major used after F major. According to 
the sharp-flat theory，"�I believe that the flat majors⑴ are used for their sweetness 
and timidity of feeling to illustrate birdsong. Loewe's Bb major is used to contrast 
against the starting F major，which later returns with the same music, leading to a 
ternary form to end the song. With no intimation given in the original poem, this 
repetition of the same music can be viewed as a device of Loewe,s, used to round up 
and complete the story, rather than an interpretation of Goethe's prose. Loewe 
even has his 'leitmotive' of the four-note figure among different sections to relate 
⑴ Carl Loewe Carl Loewes Werke. Gesamtausgabe der Balladen, Legenden, 
Lieder und Gesange fur eine Singstimme im Auftrage der Loeweschen Familie, 
Band XI & XII. Max Runze ed. Leipzig: Breitkopf & Hartel，1899. Republished by 
Westmead, Famborough, Hants: Gregg International, 1970. 
"2 Steblin, 1983. pp.160-161，pp.178-185. 
⑴ Ab appeared temporarily to tonicize Eb major at b. 79 
them together. Schubert, on the other hand, prefers a contrast between recitatives 
and 'arias' and the story proceeds from scene to scene without any obvious 
relationship between sections. Schubert even abandons the idea of returning to D 
major. Together with this through composition to this stanzaic poem，this setting 
seems extraordinary among his work. Song Model 2 would best describe both of 
these operatic settings. 
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'Gretchen am Spumrade ’ 
This poem is based on a scene from Goethe's famous play Faust part one, which 
Goethe entitled, Faust: A Tragedy. Goethe wrote this work between 1769 and 
1775, at the height of the Sturm and Stress movement. The play revolves around a 
bargain made between an aging professor and an Evil Spirit, Mephistopheles, 
whereby the professor agrees to exchange his soul for a rejuvenated life. This is a 
play full of sardonicism. Faust is meant to be symbolic of Goethe himself.‘‘‘ 
The seduction and the sorrow of the young innocent girl Margarete，or Gretchen 
(her nickname) reflected Goethe's feelings of guilt immediately after the amative 
poet had left the young Friederike Brion in Strasbourg in 1 7 7 1 
This poem differs from the other poems analysed in this paper，and is useful to 
provide us with a contrasting case. The poem does not contain a regular syllabic 
pattern throughout. Instead, the content is repeated, which offers the composers 
the opportunity to create variations. The poem comprises eight stanzas. Stanzas 
1，4 and 7 are the same and stanzas 6 and 8 are eight-lined verses, double the length 
of the other stanzas. The syllabic formula varies slightly in each stanza from three 
to six sounded syllables per line, giving an incomplete strophic structure, but 
nonetheless, a very neat quasi-strophic construction of [(5,4,6,4), (5，4,4,4), (4,4,4,4)， 
114 Whitton, p. 156. 
Whitton, p. 156. 
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(5,4,6,4), (5,5,5,3), (4,5,6,6,5,3,4,4), (5,4,6,4), (4,4,5,4，4，4,5,4)]. Between the 
(5,4,6,4)'s stanza, the text expresses love in the form of alternative thoughts (stanzas 
2 and 3 ) and actions (stanzas 5’ 6 and 8) "6 The poem has an irregular rhyme 
pattern. 
Schubert、s setting 
Schubert's setting of the poem has become a popular addition to the modem vocal 
repertoire. His setting follows those of two other nineteenth century composers, 
Louis Spohr and Carl Friedrich Zelter The work is characterized by its 
modified rondo form, symbolic ostinato accompaniment, frequent tonicization and 
recitative-like chromatic melodies. It is primarily divisible into six sections 
(ABAC AD A) with a short introduction, repeated interludes and a coda. 
Significantly, Schubert changed the original full-stop at the end of stanza 2 to a 
comma, resulting in the smooth linkage of stanzas 2 and 3，connecting them to form 
an unbroken section B. Not only are stanzas 2 and 3 regrouped, but also stanzas 5 
and 6 are combined into one section so that the length of each interspersing section 
between the rondo sections is approximately equivalent. See table 3.8 below: 
116 Stanzas 5 and 8 describe actions by Gretchen while stanza 6 describes actions by 
Faust, as portrayed by Gretchen. . , . , ^ . . 
"7 Louis Spohr produced his setting in 1809 and Carl Friedrich Zelter, in 1822. 
See Lawrence D. Snyder, German Poetry in Song: an index of Lieder. Berkerley, 
Calif: Fallen Leaves Press, 1995, p. 136. 
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Table 3.8: Overview of'Gretchen am Spinnrade，. 
Section (bars) Duration Text Key scheme —— 
Introduction (1-2) 2 bars ^ — 
A (2-11) — 9 bars Stanza 1 d- -> C+ 
Interlude 1 (11-13) 3 bars 。+•> d-
B 
1 边 phase (13-21) 8 bars Stanza 2 d-— e-
2"d phase (21-29) 8 bars Stanza 3 e-, E+ — F+ 
Interlude 2 (29-31) 2 bars ¥ + ^ d-
A (31-40) 一 9 bars Stanza 4 d-今 C+ 
Interlude 3 (40-42) 2 bars__ C+^ d-
C 
r" phase (42-50) 8 bars Stanza 5 a-
2nd phase (50-68) Stanza 6 F+ -> g- ^  Ab+ • ^ B b + _ _ 
Interlude 4 (69-73) T b a r ^ _ A pedal-^d-
A (73-82) — 9 bars Stanza 7 d- C+ 
Interlude 5 (82-84) “ 2 bars C+^ d- .—— 
D 
1 欢 phase (84-100) 16 bars Stanza 8 Eb+— F+— g-今 a-*^ d-
phase (100-112) 12 bars ± 
Interlude 6 (112-114) 2 bars ^ 
A， 
Coda (114-120) | 6 bars | Lines 1-2 d-
The setting for this song is by the spinning wheel, at which Gretchen sings as 
she spins. The ostinato accompaniment pattern for the rondo section symbolizes 
the repetitive action of the spinning wheel, which in turn symbolizes Gretchen's 
unrestrained grief. 
Schubert employed a special key scheme for the song to reflect the different 
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characters in each section. Although he used a total of nine different key areas 
throughout the song, (eight of them in sections C and D) some of the keys carry 
greater weight. D minor is clearly the focus and the other key areas are built upon 
it. Section A starts in d minor and both consistently and expeditiously progresses 
to tonicized C major. C major is the flattened seventh degree of d minor and 
Schubert's use of the progression of a tonic to a flatted leading-note is atypical. 
Moreover, C major lasts for six bars (bs 7-12)，which is of equal length to d minor 
(bs 1-6). 
D, having moved down to C，also moves up to E. Section B tonicizes E from 
the fourth bar onward (b. 16) and finally changes at b. 26, where F is tonicized and 
the music leads back to d minor. 
The climactic sections of C and D depict actions instead of merely describing 
feelings of love and sorrow. Here, Schubert makes use of frequent tonicizations^8 
that are realized by various means, such as secondary dominants and resolution of 
diminished sonorities. See example 3.10 below: 
"8 These eight tonicized areas include d minor，a minor, F major, g minor, Ab 
major, Bb major, Eb major and E major. 
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Example 3.10: Reduction of voice leading of the secondary dominants and 
diminished sonorities in Schubert's 'Grelchen am Spinnrade', bs 55- 98. 
b. 55 HI> S] 51 60 ？? N V 2S 
" J . ' 「 ' J i ' C u ^ i 
V 
g 气 ({o 气 I 哼 5 14- r/ 明 
The attainment of the first climax at the end of section C brings about a 
declamatory vocal part, but the German 6th of bs 65-66 is not resolved 
conventionally. Instead, it passes through Bb major (which is the last tonicized 
area of this section) and a series of diminished 7ths, while the voice reaches for a 
sustained higli G. We may expect all the dissonances to be resolved after the 
fermatas. However, Schubert retains the diminished sonority at the right hand to 
create a clash with the bass pedal ( A). These abrasive momenls continue for four 
bars' duration before the rondo theme returns at b. 73. The range of the voice part 
extends from [G4-C5]'" to to [C5-F5]'-'and finally thus 
reaching the second highest note of the piece. 
Section D shows similar dramatic action to that of section C. Immediately 
ii‘）Bs 50-54. 
丨20 Bs 54-58. 
Bs 59-62. 
丨 B s 63-68. 
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alter ihe d minor interlude, Bb major (the tonal goal of section C) is tonicized 
alongside Eb. F, G and A (bs 84-100). while the melody soars up to the high register 
|A4-F#5j. The second phase of section D (bs 100-112) has an even greater 
opcralic resonance. The voice part repeats D5 a total of 14 times in these twelve 
measures, attaining the highest pitch A5 at bs 107 and 111. These continuous high 
pitches, set against a simple diatonic background, rather than the chromatic 
haniicmies or frequent tonicizations, make this section climactic in effect. The 
ending coda is based on materials Irom the first half of the rondo theme, while the 
piano poslludc ends with the 3“丨 in the treble, resulting in an unremitting aura thai 
recalls ihe continuous action of ihe spinning wheel and Gretcheirs unfulfilled 
feelings of romantic love. 
One notable inclusion in this setting by Schubert, is his addition of text, a 
practice he generally shunned. These additions are listed in the table 3.9: 
Table 3»: Textual additions or changes in Schuberfs 'Gretchen am Spinnrade'. 
Case Te^ 
1 S t a n z a 1, line 3 (bs 6-8) 'ich finde, (I shall find it) 
Stanza 4. line 3 (bs 35-37) 
Stanza 7. line 3 (bs 77-79) 
2 Bs 101-102 、0 konnt' ich ihn ktissen, (CX 1 could have his kiss) 
3 Stanza 8, line 3-5 'an seinen Kiisscn vergehen sollt' 
(bs 104-112) ( by his kisses, I would die) 
4 Bs 114-118 'Meine Ruh' ist bin, mein Herz ist schwer/ 
(My peace is gone, my heart is heavy) 
— 1 —‘ 
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These changes have different [unctions. Composers may use them for 
emphasis, phrase length purpose or imaging. The immediate fragment repetitions 
adopted here are mainly used lor emphasis (e.g. cases 1 and 3) but not for phrase 
extension since its effect would be to produce a nine-bar phrase in case one and a 
twelve-bar phrase in case three instead of fulfilling an eight-bar phrase pattern. In 
case two. I he newly crcaled melodic unit is repeated almost three times in order to 
demonstrate Ihe strong desire of Gretchen who pines for Faust's kisses, a desire that 
reaches a slate of frenzy and therefore requires stronger imaging for greater 
descriptive elTect. In case four, the addition acts as the final return of the rondo 
Ihcmc Ibr a 'sense of closure'. In conjunction with the continuous melody on the 
Ionic, the addition helps exaggerating Grelchen's infinite sorrow. 
Loewe :、• sellin}^ 
Loewe's Lied is in 'compound ternary lbrm\ in which (aba) (B) (aba) facilitates the 
return of text as prescribed by the repetition scheme of the poem. 
Table 3.10: Formal plan Ibr Loewe's 'Meine Ruh ist hin,. 
Scclion (bars) Duration Text Time signature Key scheme 
A (bs 1-16) 16 bars Stanzas 1-4 9/8 b- — B+ 
B (bs 17-34) 17 bars Stanzas 5-6 12/8 B+ —E+"> 
^ 
A' (bs 34-55) 22 bars Stanzas 7-8 9/8 b- B+ 
Stanza 1 
Coda (bs 56-57) 2 bars None m | b-
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Section A is also tripartite in design with the first (from the beginning to b. 4) 
and the last parts (bs 12-16) carrying the same music and words (stanzas 1 and 4). 
Although section /V is longer, and its middle pari appears to be different from that 
of see I ion A. they arc in fad closely related. Bs 38-42 closely resembles bs 4-6. 
harnioiiically and mclodically but the passage in extended from three to six bars. 
1 laving started in B major (bs 4. 38), the fornier ends on b minor (b. 5) while the 
latter ends on B major (b. 40). This major-minor shift symbolizes Gretchen's 
unstable emotional stale as depicted by the poem. This in turn epitomizes the 
tussle between evil and righteousness, which is the key idea of Faust. Apart from 
Ihc modal shift. I.oewc also employs the clashes of seconds between the lyrical 
melody and the accompaniment lo retlect the struggles in section B. These 
seconds indicate llial sweetness is jusl an illusion to painful reality. 
f able 3.11: Clashes between the voice and the accompaniment in bs 17-33. 
Bar Voice Piano 
2 5 ^ B 
"25 B ^ 
2 6 ^ B 
^ — A B 
B C# 
30 F G 
3 0 (j F 
3 1 F ^ 
% 
While the climax of the song appears in section B. it not filled with high 
pilches. The accompaniment changes Irom block chords to more flowing 
arpeggios and the music undergoes a series of tonicizations. The tonicization of C 
at bs 29-31 is cul short by the intrusion ofBb at b.32, but the Bb is soon respelled 
enliarmonically as A# in a prolonged augmented sixth chord in preparation for the 
return of seel ion K and also B minor. The climax is further highlighted with piii 
rilcniiio and a lennata. All these frequent changes in the character of the 
accompanimcnl serve, on the one hand, to give harmonic support to the voice, and 
on the other hand to enable mood painting and the formation of dialogues between 
the melodies so thai I he music becomes more descriptive and dramatic. 
(\)nipuris(m in poem treatment 
While Schubert used oslinalo figures in the accompaniment of ‘Gretchen am 
Spinnrade", Loewe adapted oslinato notes at the 'middle ground, level. The notes 
and B. embellished by their neighboring notes, appear repeatedly in the voice 
pari of sections A and A". 
Example 3.11: reduction showing the ostinato notes from bs 1-8. 
b. 1. 2. 3. 4. 5, ^ 1- 8. 
^ ^ ^ m … f 、 1 1 1 " 和 〜 字 
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Schubert 's treatment of Goethe's repeated stanzas 1, 4 and 7. used the rondo 
lb nil to bring back the return oflhe text, each time introducing the rondo theme by 
the cl minor inlerlude. Loewe, showing musical dexterity akin to that of Schubert, 
used a compound ternary form to incorporate all the repeats of the same stanza. 
However. Loewe did not recall the theme identically every time but tailor-made 
eacli return. For example, the accompanimenl at b. 1, doubles the voice pari 
without delining the harmony and the same entry at b. 12 is preceded by bare 
octavcs on F#. The third appearance at b. 34 is prepared by an augmented sixth 
chord while llie last appearance al b. 51 simply continues the prevailing b minor, 
u iih siringeiich and crescciu/o added to drive the music to its finale. In similar 
fashion to thai of Schubert. Loewe repeats stanza 1 at the end oflhe piece for 
rounding up and reveals the 'victory' of B minor over B major. Both composers 
interpreted the poem to express the interminable bitterness of Gretchen. 
Schubert's setting of his non-Ionic ending lor both the voice and the piano，in 
addition to the oslinalo accompaniment, is in my opinion more effective than that of 
Loewe, whose strong ending on b minor tonic chords, where both the voice and 
piano end on tonic results in a fairly static, less satisfying finale. 
In short. Schubert rccombined the stanzas and wrote six sections in a rondo 
struct Lire to fit the recurriiig poetic slan/a of the poem. Moreover, the ostinato 
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piano accompaniment relates closcly to the plot where the imagery of Gretchen at 
the spinning wheel is clearly suggested although it was not mentioned in the poem. 
Words and music closcly integrate. In fact, this relationship is not merely built 
upon music and poem but also deeper meaning of the plot. On the other hand. 
Loewe used the compound ternary structure instead of Schubert's rondo design to fit 
the rccurring lexl pattern. His skillful harmonic plan and piano accompaniment 
function tremendously well in bring out the textual development. Therefore. Song 
Model 2 fits both sellings. 
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Chapter 4 
Summary and Conclusion 
1 0 0 
OrSchubcrt and Loewe's settings of the six Goethe poems analyzed here, the 
ibnncr displays a dear prefcrencc for diatonic music, with tonicizations inserted 
sporadically lo highlight moments of intense drama. For example, 'Der Gott und 
die Bajadere" and especially ‘Der Fischer* were set to very simple music and the 
only loiiicizalion o f ich denke deirf appears at the climax. Schubert's harmonic 
pmctice contrasts with that of Loewe, which shifts frequently between the diatonic 
and the chromatic. New keys and new time signatures often mark off new sections 
w ithin a song. In stark contrast to Schuberrs、Ich denke deiir. which stays mostly 
in Cib major. Loewe's selling of the same poem traverses six tonal areas (Eb major, 
c minor, Bb major. F major, d minor, C major). Similarly, Schubert's ‘Der Fischer’ 
briefly tonicizes c minor, but Loewe's version tonicizes A, D and F# major. 
Commencing in d minor. Schubert's 'Der Scliatzgraber, passes through three tonal 
areas (Bb major, b minor. B major) before it ends in D major. However, Loewe's 
selling, which lonicizes five tonal areas (a minor, c# minor, E major, d minor and A 
major), is more kaleidoscopic in approach. Even though the song appears to begin 
in C major, ii evenlually ends on A major. In sum. Loewe's settings are less 
unified, adopting harmonies thai range from the simple diatonic to the densely 
chronialic. The argument thai Loewe shows a greater preference for frequent 
lonicizalions holds, with the exception of his atypical settings of ‘Gretchen am 
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Spiiinrade" and ‘Der Sanger'. 
Schubert's "Gretchen am Spinnrade' covers six tonal areas (d minor, C major, F 
major, e minor. E major. Bb major) and this is similar to Loewe's engagement of 
five tonal areas (b minor. B major, minor, E major. C major). The use of more 
tonicizations by Schuberl than Loewe is easier to understand if we take into account 
the fad that these are the earliest settings by both composers and thus the styles 
differ. In addition to 'Gretchen am Spinnrade'. Schubert's 'Der Sanger', a stanzaic 
poem set lo through-composed music, also adopts frequent changes of keys, 
accompanimcnts and alternations between recitative and arioso-like sections. The 
song begins in I) major and quickly passes through seven tonal areas (A major, G 
major. C major. B major, b minor. F major, Bb major) before it ends on Bb major. 
This is comparable lo l.oewe's customary practice of frequent tonicizations. In 
this case, however. Schuberrs setting involves even more tonicizations then 
Loewe's, which tonicizes three tonal areas (F major. Bb major, g minor) and finishes 
on a dilTerent key to the starting one.'"'' 
According to Maurice Brown, scholars have criticized Loewe's Lieder for the 
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alleged overuse of chromatic harmony and amorphous formal structure. In my 
view, however. I.ocwe's sellings appear to be dictated by the drama and the form of 
123 The opening of Loewe's song is tonally ambiguous. 
See footnote 4. 
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the poem, the music being tailor-made to suit the evolving drama. For example. 
Schuberfs slrophic setting of、Ich denke dein\ which has four stanzas of deepening 
expression, is in marked contrast with Loewe's use of nine different sections. In 
the ease of the nine stanzas o f Der Gott und die Bajadere \ Schuberfs simple 
strophic setting is in even sharper contrast with Loewe's twenty-section setting, 
l.ocwc's settings are consistently miilli-seclional and the music unfolds in 
accordance with Ihe development of the lexl. Moreover, his harmonies and 
melodies are much more varied than Schubert's, since Loewe's heavy emphasis on 
text-painting led him to chromaticism colored with frequent tonicizations. 
Loewe was also much more inclined to modify the text in order to achieve his 
musical goals.''' Frequent text repetitions and/or alterations, characterize his 
sellings of Mch denke dein； "Der Fischer； 'Der Schalzgraber； ^Meine Ruh' ist hirf 
and .Der Sanger*. Significanlly. the form and text treatment of Schubert's 'Der 
Sanger' and '(jrelchen am Spinnrade' differ from Loewe's and also from his own 
other sellings discussed in this thesis. Although 'Der Sanger' has a regular 
syllabic slruclure. which suggests a strophic setting, Schubert set it to 
through-composed rather than strophic music. Loewe adopts a varied strophic 
form of six sections, which exhibit rondo-like features. In the case of 'Gretchen 
'"Virtually no text alteration is found in Schubert's settings. Exceptions include 
text repetitions in his settings of 'Der Sanger' and "Gretchen am Spinnrade,' and a 
new sentence added to end the latter. 
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am Spinnradc'. both the tripartite design ofLoewe's setting and Schubert's modified 
rondo setting 126 eschew the strophic approach. Moreover, the parts of the poem 
set lo recitatives do not fall in line with the poem's sectional divisions. In 
•Grclchen am Spiniirade". Scluibeil also changes the full-stop at the end of the 
second stanza lo a comma and regroups the stanzas. These are all rare departures 
froiii his usual practice. By developing an understanding of Schubert's rationale 
lor treating these two poems dilTcrently. we may throw light on the strategies of his 
poem setting. 
Schubert and other contemporary composers had sent their songs to Goethe’ 
hoping lo receive positive comments from the great poel.'"^ Moreover, by 1816, 
Schuberfs love affair with Therese Grob was at its height and any improvement in 
his finances might enable him to marry her."''' Would the desire to win Goethe's 
It is primarilv divisible into seven sections (ABACADA). 
However, we have no information as lo whether Loewe submitted his settings of 
Goelhc's poems to the poet, although wc know that Loewe, as in the case of many 
other composers, had a great admiration for Goethe. A. B. Bach's The Art Ballade: 
Iml'wc and Sc/uihcrl recorded thai when Goethe was staying in Jena one summer, 
Loewe visited him with his setting of 'Erlking\ He talked to Goethe about the 
nature of the ballade and proposed to sing the 'Erlking' to GoeUie, but the poet 
refused with .sincere regret' for the reason thai there was no piano at Goethe's 
house. However. Goethe subsequently extended an invitation for Loewe to visit 
him again in Weimar where he could play and sing his setting of'Erlking' for him. 
UnlbrtLinately. Loewe was unable to demonstrate his talent lo Goethe, as the poet 
passed away before he had the opportunity to visit Weimar again. See Bach, 1891, 
pp. 65-67. 
)〕In 1815. Emperor Francis 1 of Austria issued a law prohibiting marriage between 
persons 'of the lower orders, unless llieii. income 'allowed sufficient maintenance of 
the feeding of the family'. Schubert was one of many who were prevented from 
marrying while this ordinance was in effect. See Whitton, 1999, pp. 97, 104, 137. 
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recognition motivate him lo set the poems in accordance with Goethe's preference 
for slrophic setting? This might explain why Schubert's 'Der Sanger' differs so 
drastically in its text treatment. That the song was not intended for Goethe could 
have freed him to set the poem to his own unfellered musical imagination.'^'^ 
1 lowevLT, a statistical analysis of Schubert's Lieder settings shows that the 
importance of Goethe's influence could have been over-staled. 
In 1815 and 1816. the most productive years of Schubert's Lieder writings, 
tvvo-lhirds (161 out of 249) oFhis songs were set strophically.'^" About one-fifth 
(43) oflhem set Goellie's poems, of which nearly half (22) were strophic in 
design.丨3‘ Among the twenty-one non-slrophic songs, only six were settings of 
Goethe's stanzaic poems. Although they violated Goethe's explicit preference for 
strophic settings of his stanzaic poems, half of them were included in the 1816 
packet sLibmilled lo Goethe,' ' ' suggesting that Schubert did not strictly adhere to 
Goellie's aesthetic.'」 
12” Nearly all the songs analyzed in this thesis, i.e. ‘Der Fischer，，'Nahe des 
Gelieblcn" (or "Ich denke dein'), ^Der Gott und die Bajadere\ and 'Gretchen am 
Spinnrade", were included in the 1816 packet lo Goethe with the exception of ‘Der 
Sanger' and ‘Der Schatgrabcr'. The latter was not included because Schubert was 
not apparently satisfied with the setting. See Whitlon, p. 190. 
I•川 See Appendix A, Table w and Table y for details. 
See Appendix A. Table wlbr details. 
Besides “Der Sanger', the other four pieces are ‘Sehnsucht', ‘Am Flusse,, 
'(ieislesgruss\ 'Rasllose Liebe', and ‘Der Konig in Thule'. The last three were 
included in the 1816 packet lo Goethe. 
⑴ According to Walter Friscli, 'To a young, ambitious Austro-German composer in 
the first decades of the nineleenlh century, the folk idiom would not have seemed an 
especially promising one to pursue. Schubert, who began composing songs in 
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Nevertheless, when compared to Loewe's settings of the same poems, 
Schubcrt's sellings more often than not preserve the structure. However, for a 
stanzaic poem, both strophic and through-composed settings lead to a dilemma. 
First, strophic music eliminates I he chance for specific text painting, leaving the 
cliaraclcr of individual stanzas under-developed. It is extremely difficult for the 
music lo ser\ e all poetic stanzas well and achieve good text painting. While a 
strophic setting preserves the stanzaic layout of a poem, it could hardly attend to the 
evolving drama of the text. Second, once the musical accentuation is fixed, that of 
words is no longer under the control of the composer and may thus lead to 
undesirable accentuation of certain words. The through-composed setting of a 
stanzaic poem, however, enables the composer to retain musical control throughout 
Ihc lexl. Given this level of freedom，the composer lends to focus on text painting 
and composes music to suit the needs of different stanzas. Thus, the dramatic 
presence is enhanced but the stanzaic structure of the poem is sacrificed to that end, 
as explicating the meaning of the text overrides concerns over poetic integrity. 
Among the six poems discussed, 'Ich denke dein\ 'Der Fischer', 'Der 
about 1811, largely avoided it at first. Me concentrated instead on long, narrative 
ballads, in w hich he could explore the dramatic styles of recitative, arioso, and aria, 
derived from the more prestigious tradition of opera seria. But three years later his 
allegiance shifted: between 1814 and mid-1816 he composed almost 100 simple 
strophic songs, many of which capture the folk tone admirably.' (See Frisch, 1986, 
pp. 175-176) The traditional strophic folksong writing could have strongly 
inlUienced Schubert in 1815 and 1816. 
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Schalzgraber". 'Der (lotl und die Bajadere' and 'Der Sanger，are poems with a 
regular syllabic pattern among stanzas. The irregular syllabic structure of ‘Meine 
Ruh" ist hin' serves as a contrasting case. The special structure of the poems calls 
for a special music design. Schubert generally honoured Goethe's poetic structure, 
as he set four of the five slanzaic poems to strophic music. ‘Der Sanger, and 
•Circle hen am Spinnrade' arc the only I wo exceptions to this rule. The former 
tbcLiscs on the drama of the narrative poem rather than on the preservation of its 
slanzaic Ibrm. Adopting an operatic setting and frequent lonicizations, Schubert 
even changed Goethe's text by repeating and regrouping certain sections. 
Schubert's selling and his adaptation of Goethe's text greatly enhanced the song's 
dramatic power. His early setting of 'Gretchen am Spinnrade" is similarly marked 
by frequent lonicizations and effective text painting. The alteration of punctuation 
mark and the regrouping of stanzas balance out the different sections, making each 
rondo section approximately equal in length. That 'Gretchen am Spinnrade,， 
displaying al once his respect of the poetic form and his brilliant expression of 
dramatic intensity may explain why this early selling garnered enormous acclaim 
and raised his profile from thai of an anonymous musician lo a significant composer 
of I.iOder. In the ease of Loewe, among the six poem-settings selected in this study, 
all arc through-composed, ll seems very likely that Loewe tends to set stanzaic 
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poems with non-strophic music. However, Table z in Appendix A shows that only 
aLxuit one-third of Loewe's work are strophic. in which Band 1 and Band XVI 
contain over half of the total number. And therefore, Loewe set stanzaic poems 
to strophic or through-composed music. However, in the stanzaic poems chosen 
lbi- this comparative study, which include both narrative or non-narrative poems, he 
pre 1 erred tailor made non-strophic settings. In fact, stanzaic poems impose great 
limitations, there was a perpetual lug-of-war between the preservation of the poetic 
ibnii and the creative iVeedom of the composer. In the face of this challenge, 
Loewe abandoned the original poetic form and recreated his own, being backed up 
by the use of less traditional harmonic language, and the repetition and/or 
allernaiion of text to serve musical and dramatic ends. The drama of the poem 
persists as the primary driving force of his Lieder settings. 
According lo E. T. Cone,".、Schubert's Lieder excel those of Zelter, who was 
considered by Goethe to be the best Lieder composer. In his analysis of 'Uber 
alien Gipfelni ist Ruh,,, Cone concluded that Schubert sacrificed the stanzaic 
paiiern of the poem for the sake of a higher dramatic and rhetorical unity. Since 
Cone's conclusion is based on only one Lied, lie failed to take note of Schubert's 
inclination to set Cioelhe's stanzaic poems to strophic music, creating an 
I 丨 Band I and Band XVI are both Loewe's Lieder collections. 
I-、' See pp. 23-24 of this thesis. 
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unavoidable gap between the poet's text and Schubert's music. If the words appear 
lo generate lyricism, this docs not necessarily work in reverse, for the melody does 
little to enhance the beauty of the poem. This type of relationship conceptually fits 
Model One. in which Langer suggests that the music swallows words. Music 
assumes primacy over words as the text becomes subservient to the music. Since 
Gocihe is said to have prelerred his poems to be sung, it seems possible that 
Schubert's innate sensibility had attracted him more to the internal musicality than 
the external expressivity of the stanzaic poem. 
In closing, I would like to argue against Agawifs conclusion reached in his 
article that'there is no necessary relationship between the words and music of 
s o n g ' . i O n c e music and words interact, relationship exists. At least, in Song 
Model 3. Ihe music carries the text forward and the text gives meaning to the music 
and thus a mulual relationship is in place. In case the text has no meaning, the 
relationship still subsists, though it becomes unidirectional. To modify, I shall add 
the word 'equal* after 'necessary' to his assertion. Schubert and Loewe's 
diametrically different settings of five of Goethe's stanzaic poems exemplify 
disparate ways that music and text can interact. However, neither Schubert's nor 
Loewe's endeavours appear to have successfully tackled the perennial problems that 
besiege any serious attempt lo fuse words and music if we are looking for the 
卜“ Agawii. p. 30. 
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assignment of truly equal importance to words and music. 
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Appendix A: Statistics 
Table vv: Lieder scl by Schubert from 1811-1828; statistical information on setting 
method (strophic vs through-composed). (The numbering of Lieder listed here are 
taken iVoni Dover's edition.) 
. Year Total no. S No NS no 
1811-1814 40 9 31 
1815 143 — 9 3 50 
1816 106 68 38 
1817 48 20 28 
1818 14 5 9 _ _ 
1819 — 2\ 7 14 
1820 _17 3 14 
‘ _ _ _ ^ ^ 14 0 14 
1822 15 1 14 
一 1 8 2 3 2 0 0 2 0 
— _ _ _ _ 4 0 4 
_ 20 — ^ 17 
1826 ^ 5 16 
— ~ m i " 36 8 28 
1828 21 3 18 
___L. 540 225 315 
S = Strophic setting 
NS = Non-slrophic setting; includes all through-composed and modified strophic 
settings. 
* Statistics comprise only those Lieder with specific years of composition. 
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Table x: Schubert's Lieder settings from 1811-1828 of Goethe's poems; statistical 
information on setting method (strophic vs through-composed). 
Year Total no. S No NS no 
1811-1814 —— 6 2 4 
__1825 J J J _8 _ _ 13 
__1816 12 4_ 8 
1817 4 0 4 
__[818 0 0 0 
1819 2 0 2 
182 0 I 0 1 
182 1 9 0 9 
1822 4 1 3 
182 3 0 0 0 
1824 0 0 0 
182 5 0 0 0 
1826 4 0 4 
1 8 2 7 _ 0 0 0 
1 ⑨ 二 一 0 0 0 
Total: 73 25 I 48 
S 二 Strophic setting 
NS = Non-slrophic selling; includes all through-composed or modified strophic 
settings. 
* Statistics comprise only those lieder with specified years of composition. 
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Table y: Chronological statistical analysis for setting method (strophic vs 
ih rough-corn posed) and related poet for all Schubert's lieder from 1811-1828. 
Year Setting No Poet Year Setting No Poet 
1811 NS 1 Schticking 1814 __NS 27 Matthisson 
1811? NS 2 Schiller 1814 NS 28 Matthisson 
1811? NS 3 Schiller 1814 NS 29 Matthisson 
1811 NS 4 Unknown 1814 NS 30 Schiller 
1812 NS 5 Schiller 1814 NS 31 Goethe 
1812 NS 590 Matthisson 1814 S 32 Goethe 
1<S13 S 6 Rocblitz 1814 S 33 Goethe 
1813 NS 7 _ _ _ \ m y 1 8 1 4 NS 34 Goethe 
1813 NS 8 Matthisson 1814 NS 35 Goethe 
1813 NS 9 Schiller 1814 NS 36 Mayrhofer 
1813 NS 10 Pope 1814 NS 37 Goethe 
1813 NS 11 Schiller 1814 S 38 Lubi 
1813 NS 12 Schiller 1814 NS 584 Unknown 
1813 NS 570 Matastasio 1815 NS 39 Schlechta 
1813 NS 571 Matastasio 1815 NS 40 Bertrand 
1813 NS 572 Matastasio 1815 NS 41 Ehiiich 
1813 NS 582 Unknown 1815 S 42 Unknown 
1813 S 583 Unknown 1815 S 43 Ermin 
1814? NS 13 Fouqiie 1815 NS 44 Ossian 
1814? NS 14 Fouquc 1815 NS 45 Goethe 
1814? NS 15 rouqiie 1815 NS 46 Schiller 
1814 NS 16 Matthisson 1815 NS 47 Goethe 
1814 NS 17 Matthisson 1815 S 48 Goethe 
1814 NS 18 Matthisson 1815 S 49 Goethe 
1814 NS 19 Matthisson 1815 NS 50 Korner 
1814 NS 20 Matthisson 1815 S 51 Korner 
1814 S 21 Matthisson 1815 NS 52 Korner 
1814 S 22 Matthisson 1815 S 53 Korner 
1814 S 23 Matthisson 1815 _ _ S 54 Korner 
1814 S 24 Matthisson 1815 NS 55 Korner 
1814 NS 25 Matthisson 一丄 S 56 Korner 
1814 NS 26 Schiller 1815 S 57 Fellinger 
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Yea I- Setting No Poet Year Setting No Poet 
1815 NS 58 Bernard 1815 S 93 Kosegarten 
1815 S 59 Korner 1815 S 94 Kosegarten 
1815 S 60 Korner 1815 S 95 Kosegarten 
1815 NS 61 Fcllinger 1815 S 96 Kosegarten 
1815 S 62 __Zet t ler__ 1815 S 97 Goethe 
1815 S 63 Malthisson 1815 NS 98 Kenner 
1815 S 64 Malthisson 1815 NS 99 Kenner 
1815 S 65 Malthisson 1815 S 100 Kosegarten 
1815 S 66 Schiller 1815 S 101 Kosegarten 
1815 S 67 Schiller__ 1815 S 102 Kosegarten 
1815 S 68 Schiller 1815 S 103 Kosegarten 
1815 NS 69 Holty 1815 S 104 Kosegarten 
1815 S 70 Molly 1815 S 105 Schiller 
~1815 NS 71 Schiller 1815 S 106 Schiller 
— I h T ‘; S 7 2 Holty 1815 _ _ S 107 Schiller 
" T s T i NS 73 ~~~llolty 1815 S 108 Schiller 
" T s l l T T Ho l t y— 1815 NS 109 Schiller 
S Ts Korner__ 1815 S 110 Schiller 
1815 S 76 Holty 1815 S 111 Goethe 
1815 NS 77 Holty 1815 S 112 Goethe 
1815 NS 78 Goethe 1815 S 113 Goethe 
1815 NS 79 Bertrand 1815 S 114 Goethe 
1815 S 80 Holty 1815 S 115 Goethe 
1815 S 81 Molty 1815 S 116 Goethe 
1815 NS 82 Goethe 1815 MS 117 Goethe 
1815 NS 83 Ossian 1815 S 118 Goethe 
1815 S 84 Kenner 1815 S 119 Goethe 
1815 S 85 Kosegarten 1815 S 120 Goethe 
1815 S 86 Sladlcr 1815 — S 121 Goethe 
1815 NS 87 Goethe 1815 _ _ S 122 Goethe 
1815 S 88 Goethe 1815 S 123 Goethe 
1815 NS 89 Goethe 1815 S 124 Baumberg 
1815 S 90 Kosegarten 1815 S 125 Baumberg 
—1815 S 91 Kosegarten 1815 一S 126 Stolberg 
1815 S 92 Kosegarten 1815 S | 127 丨 Baumberg 
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Year Setting No Poet Year Setting No Poet 
1815 NS 128 Unknown 1815 S 163 Kosegarten 
1<S15 NS 129 Unknown 1815 S 164 Kosegarten 
1815 S 130 Unknown 1815 S 165 Kosegarten 
1815 S 131 Unknown 1815 S 166 Kosegarten 
1815 S 132 Matthisso^ 1815 S 167 Reissig 
1815 S 133 Stolberg 1815 S 168 Goethe 
1815 S 134 Frandsletter 1815 NS 169 Klopstock 
1815 S 135 Bauniberg 1815 NS 170 Mayrhofer 
1815 S 136 Schiller__ 1815 NS 171 Mayrhofer 
—1—8] S ^ Schiller 1815 NS 172 Schiller 
1815 S 138 Klopstock 1815 NS 173 Goethe 
1815 NS 139 Klopstock 1815 NS 174 Goethe 
1815 S 140 Klopstock 1815 NS 175 Goethe 
1815 S 141 Klopstock 1815 S 176 Goethe 
1815 S 142 Klopstock 1815 NS 177 Goethe 
1815 NS 143 Klopstock 1815 NS 178 Goethe 
"7815 S 1 4 4 Klopstock 1815? S 179 Schlegel 
" m ' s NS m J " Klopstock 1815? NS 180 Schlegel 
1815 NS 146 Ossian 1815 S 181 Schober 
1815 NS 147 Ossian 1815 S 182 Salis 
I I 11 — 一 _ . _ I 丨.• 一 ... ‘ - - •" ‘ 
1815 NS 148 Ossian 1815 NS 591 Unknown 
NS 149 Stoll 1816 S 183 Stolberg 
1815 S 150 Stoll 1816 S _ 184 Fouque 
"TsTs S 151 Stoll 1816 S 185 Holty 
1815 S 152 Korner 1816 S 186 Salis 
1815 NS 153 Ermin 1816 NS 187 Ossian 
1815 S 154 Deinhardstein 1816 NS 188 Ossian 
1815 NS 155 Fel l ing__ 1816 _ S 189 Unknown 
1815 S 156 Kalchberg 1816 _ S 190 Unknown 
"TsTs S Korner 1816 NS 191 Schiller 
了 x T [ ~ N S ~ " 158 Goethe 1816 NS 192 Schiller 
~8" l5 — 1 5 9 S c h i l l e r 1 8 1 6 NS 193 Schiller 
1815 S 160 Kosegarten 1816 S 194 Schiller 
1S15 S 161 Kosegarten 1816 一S 195 Schiller 
1X15 S 162 Kosegarten T8I6 [ S | 196 Schiller 
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Year Setting No Poet Year Setting No Poet 
1<S16 S 197 Salis 1816 NS 232 Unknown 
1816 S 198 Salis 1816 _ _ S 233 Uz 
1816 S 199 Salis 1816 NS 234 Uz 
1816 S 200 Salis 1816 S 235 Uz 
1816 S 201 Salis 1816 NS 236 Mayrhofer 
1816 S 202 Salis _ 1816 NS 237 Kosegarten 
1S16 S 203 Salis 1816? S 238 Schubart 
1816 S 204 Salis 1816 __S 239 Schubart 
1816 S 205 Schlegel 1816 S 240 Kopken 
1816 S 206 Schlegel 1816 S 241 Hell 
1S16 S 207 Schlegel 1816 NS 242 Unknown 
"~1876 S ^ Salis 1816 S 243 Holty 
1816 S 209 Stolberg__ 1816 S 244 Jacobi 
1816 NS 210 Stolberg 1816 S 245 Jacobi 
1816 S 21] Mallhisson 1816 S 246 Jacobi 
1816 S 212 Matlhisson 1816 S 247 Jacobi 
1816 S 213 Matlhisson 1816 S 248 Jacobi 
1816 S 214 Matlhisson 1816 NS 249 Mayrhofer 
1816 NS 215 Matlhisson 1816 __NS 250 Jacobi 
1816 NS 216 Holty 1816 NS 251 Mayrhofer 
~\V\6 ~S 277" —Hol ty 1816 S 252 Mayrhofer 
1816 S 218 Molty 1816 S 253 Mayrhofer 
1S16 S 219 Holty 1816 S 254 Goethe 
1816 S 220 1 lolty 1816 NS 255 Goethe 
1816 S 221 Holly 1816 S 256 Goethe 
1816 S 222 I lolty — 丄81^ NS 257 Goethe 
1816 S 223 Molly 1816 NS 258 Goethe 
1816 S 224 Holly 1816 NS 259 Goethe 
1816 S 225 Ho l ty— 1816 NS 260 Goethe 
1816 S 226 Molty 1816 NS 261 Goethe 
1816 NS 227 Klopstock 1816 S 262 Goethe 
1816 S 228 Klopstock 1816 NS 263 Goethe 
1816 S 229 Klopstock 1816 S 264 Pichler 
1816 NS 230 Klopstock J S U i S 265 Pichler 
1816 ___S 231 __l.)z I 1816 | S [ 266 Werner 
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Year Setting No Poet Year Setting No Poet 
1816 S 267 Mayrhofcr 1817 S 298 Mayrhofer 
1816 NS 268 Mayrliofer 1817? NS 299 Plainer 
1816 NS 269 Mayrhofer 1817? NS 300 Szechenyi 
1816 NS 270 Mayrhofer 1817? NS 301 Szechenyi 
1816 NS 271 Mayrhofer 1817 NS 302 Claudius 
1816 NS 272 Schober 1817 S 303 Claudius 
1816 NS 273 Claudius 1817 S 304 Claudius 
1816 S 274 Claudius 1817 NS 305 Ossian 
1816 NS 275 Claudius 1817 NS 306 Mayrhofer 
1816 NS 276 Claudius 1817 NS 307 Mayrhofer 
1816 S 277 Claudius 1817 NS 308 Mayrhofer 
1X16 S 278 Claudius 1817 NS 309 Mayrhofer 
1816 S 279 Claudius 1817 NS 310 Goethe 
1816 NS 280 Claudius 1817 NS 311 Goethe 
1816 S 281 Claudius 1817 NS 312 Spaun 
~~m6 S 282 — S a i l s — 1817 NS 313 Schober 
1816 S 283 Matlhisson 1817 S 314 Schober 
1816 S 284 Matlhisson 1817 S 315 Schober 
1816— NS 285 Collin 1817 S 316 Kind 
1816? NS 286 Collin 1817 NS 317 Mayrhofer 
1816? NS 287 Rochlitz 1817? NS 318 Mayrhofer 
1816? S 288 Rochlitz 1817 NS 319 Mayrhofer 
1816 NS 573 Matastasio 1817 S 320 Mayrhofer 
1816 NS 592 O s s i a n 1 8 1 7 S 321 Salis 
S Getter 一 1817 S 322 Salis 
" T s T g NS 594 Goethe 1817 — S 323 Salis 
1817 NS 289 Unknown 1817? NS 324 Unknown 
—1817 一S 290 Werner 1817 NS 325 Mayrhofer 
18] 7 S 291 Leon 1817 S 326 Schubart 
1817 S 292 Unknown 1817 一S 327 Schubart 
1817 NS 293 Fouque 1817 NS 328 Schiller 
1817? S 294 Schlegel 1817 NS 329 Schiller 
1817 NS 295 Mayrhofer 1817 NS 330 Mayrhofer 
1817 S 296 Mayrhofer 1817 NS 331 Mayrhofer 
1817 NS 297 Mayrhofer | f T s i ? S 332 Schiller 
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Year Setting No Poet Year Setting No Poet 
1817 NS 333 Schiller 1819 NS 360 Novalis 
1817 S 334 Schiller 1819 S 361 Novalis 
1817 S 335 Ottenwalt 1819 S 362 Novalis 
1817 NS 574 Goldoni 1819 _ _ S 363 Novalis 
1817 NS 585 Unknown 1819? NS 364 Novalis 
1817 S 586 Schiibart 1819 NS 365 Mayrhofer 
1817 NS 595 Goethe 1819 NS 366 Mayrhofer 
1817 NS 596 Goethe 1819 S 367 Mayrhofer 
1817 NS 597 Schiller 1819 NS 368 Mayrhofer 
1817 NS 598 Unknown 1819 NS 369 Goethe 
1817? NS 599 Mayrhofer 1819 NS 370 Goethe 
1818 NS 336 Korner 1819 NS 371 Schiller 
NS 337 Schreiber 1820 NS 372 Goethe 
1818 NS 338 Unknown 1820 NS 373 Schlegel 
" T s i g NS 339 Mayrhofer 1820 NS 374 Schlegel 
i s i s ^ 340 Schreiber 1820 S 375 Schlegel 
1818 S 341 Schreiber 1820 NS 376 Schlegel 
1818 ^ 342 Unknown 1820 NS 377 Schlegel 
1818 NS 343 Unknown 1820 S 378 Schlegel 
1818 NS 344 Schreiber 1820 NS 379 Werner 
1S18 NS 345 Petrarca_ 1820 NS 381 Schlechta 
1818 NS 346 Petrarca 1820 NS 382 Mayrhofer 
18l"8 NS 347 — D a n t e 1820 NS 383 Mayrhofer 
T h i s S 348 Schlegel 1820 NS 384 Mayrhofer 
1818 S 349 Schlegel 1820 NS 385 Hiittenbrenner 
I8T9 NS 350 Schlegel 1820? NS 386 Mayrhofer 
1819 NS 351 Schlegel_ 1820 NS 387 Mayrhofer 
" T h T o — 352 __Silbcrt 1820 NS 388 Schlegel 
1819 S 353 Silbert 1820 NS 575 Matastasio 
1819 NS 354 Schlegel 1820? S 576 Matastasio 
1819 NS 355 Grillparzer 1820? S 577 Matastasio 
1819 NS 356 Mayrhofer 1820? S 578 Matastasio 
— — _ . • — •••••• . ,, . • — . , ‘ — — — — — •—• 一 -
1819 NS 357 Sch i t o _ _ 1820? S 579 Matastasio 
1819 S 358 Schiller 1820? NS 580 Matastasio 
1819 S 359 S c h i f e _ 1820? ~ N S 581 Matastasio 
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Year Setting No Poet Year Setting No Poet 
1820 S 587 Stadler__ 1822? NS 420 Goethe 
1821 NS 389 Schlegel 1822 NS 588 Collin 
1821 NS 390 Pichler 1823 NS 421 Bruchmann 
1821 NS 391 Goethe 1823? NS 422 Bruchmann 
1821 NS 392 Goethe 1823 NS 423 Schober 
1821 NS 393 Goethe 1823? NS 424 Leitner 
1821 NS 394 Goethe 1823? NS 425 Collin 
1821 NS 395 Goethe 1823? NS 426 Collin 
1821 NS 396 Goethe 1823 NS 427 Stolberg 
1821 NS 397 Goethe 1823 NS 428 Stolberg 
1X21 NS 398 Salis 1823 NS 429 Schober 
1821 NS 399 Mailath 1823 NS 430 Schober 
1821 NS 400 Riickert 1823 NS 431 Schiller 
1821 NS 600 Goethe 1823 NS 432 Schiller 
1821 NS 601 Goethe 1823? S 433 Miiller 
380 IJhland 1823? NS 434 Miiller 
" T h ^ NS 401 Sauter _18B? NS 435 Muller 
"7822 —~402 Roos 1823? NS 436 Muller 
NS 403 Mayrhofer 1823? NS 437 Muller 
1822 NS 404 Mayrhofer 1823? NS 438 Miiller 
1822? NS 405 Mayrhofer 1823? S 439 Miiller 
1822? ~ N S 406 _ _ S e n n 1823? S 440 Muller 
1 <S22? —NS 407 Senn 1823? —_S 441 Miiller 
1822 NS Schlegel 1823? S 442 Muller 
1822 NS 409 Platen 1823? NS 443 Muller 
1822? NS 410 Platen 1823? NS 444 Muller 
1822 NS 411 Schober 1823? S 445 Muller 
1822 NS 412 Schober 1823? S 446 Miiller 
1822 NS 413 Brudiinann 1823 NS 447 Muller 
1822? NS 414 Bruchmann 1823? S 448 Muller 
1822? S 415 Bruchmann 1823? NS 449 Muller 
1822 S 416 Goethe一 1823? NS 450 Muller 
1822 NS 417 Goethe 1823? NS 451 Muller 
1822 NS 418 Goethe 1823? S 452 Muller 
__1822 NS 4A9 C J o e t h e 1 8 2 3 ? | NS 453 Riickert 
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Year Setting No Poet Year Setting No Poet 
1823 NS 454 Riickert 1826 NS 489 Goethe 
1823? NS 455 Riickert 1826 NS 490 Goethe 
1823? NS 456 Riickert 1826 NS 491 Goethe 
1823? S 457 Schiller 1826 NS 492 Seidl 
1824 NS 458 Mayrhofer 1826 NS 493 Seidl 
1824 NS 459 Mayrhofer 1826 NS 494 Seidl 
1824 NS 460 N4ayrh6rer 1826 _ _ S 495 Schlechta 
1824 NS 461 Mayrhofer 1826 NS 496 Schlechta 
1824? NS 462 Kiiffner 1826 NS 497 Schlechta 
1824? NS 463 Lappe 1826 _ _ S 498 Schulze 
1824? NS 464 Unknown 1826 S 499 Schulze 
1K25 NS 465 Lappe 1826 NS 500 Schulze 
1825 NS 466 Schlechta 1826 NS 501 Scott 
1825 NS 467 Craigher 1826 NS 502 Shakespeare 
1825 NS 468 Craigher 1826 NS 503 Shakespeare 
1825 NS 469 Craigher 1826 NS 504 Schopenhauer 
1825? NS 470 Collin 1826 S 505 Shakespeare 
I c s i s ? NS 471~ Scott 1826 NS 506 Seidl 
N ^ 472 Scott 1826 NS 507 Seidl 
NS 477" Scott 1826? S 508 Seidl 
T s ^ S ~ 4 7 4 Scott 1826? NS 509 Seidl 
T s ^ NS 475 Scott 1826? S 510 Seidl 
1825 NS 476 Schulze 1826? S 511 Seidl 
1825 NS 477 Schulze 1826? NS 512 Seidl 
1825 NS 478 P y r t o _ 1826? S 513 Castelli 
1825 NS 479 Pyrker 1826? NS 514 Bauernfeld 
1825 NS 480 Schlegel—_ 1827 S 515 Schober 
1825 S 481 Schlegel 1827 S 516 Schober 
1825 S 482 Schlegel 1827 _ _ S 517 Muller 
1825 NS 483 Schiitz 1827 NS 518 Muller 
1825 NS 484 ScluUz__ 1827 NS 519 Miiller 
1825 NS 485 Schulze 1827 NS 520 Muller 
NS 486 Sc lu to__ 1827 一—NS 521 Muller 
—1826 S 487 Schulze 1827 S 522 Muller 
1826 NS 488 Goethe 1827 NS 523 Miiller 
I 1 I 1 I I I 1 
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Year Selling No Poet Year Setting No Poet 
1827 NS 524 Muller 1827 NS 549 Leitner 
1X27 NS 525 Muller 1827 S 550 Leitner 
1827 NS 526 Mtiller 1828 NS 551 Leitner 
1827 NS 527 Muller 1828 NS 552 Leitner 
1827 NS 528 Muller 1828 NS 553 Schlechta 
1K27 NS 529 Milller 1828 NS 554 Rellstab 
1827 NS 530 Mi i l l e r _ 1828 NS 555 Rellstab 
1827 NS 531 Milller 1828 S 556 Rellstab 
1827 NS 532 Muller 1828 S 557 Rellstab 
1827 NS 533 Muller 1828 NS 558 Rellstab 
1827 NS 534 Mtiller 1828 NS 559 Rellstab 
18^7 NS 535 Muller 1828 NS 560 Rellstab 
1827 NS 536 Muller 1828 NS 561 Heine 
537 Milller 1828 NS 562 Heine 
827~ NS 538 Muller 1828 NS 563 Heine 
1827 NS 539 Miiller— 1828 NS 564 Heine 
1827 NS 540 Mtiller 1828 NS 565 Heine 
. , • — —— • • • • - — •  I •• - • , 
1827 NS 541 S ^ l 1828 NS 566 Heine 
~'827 NS 542 Scott 1828 NS 567 Seidl 
NS 543 Reil 1828 NS 568 Rellstab 
~~18?7 N ^ 544 一Klenke 1828 NS 569 Muller 
S 545 Herder 1828 S 589 Rellstab 
1827 S 546 Leitn^__ 1828 NS 602 Rellstab 
1827 NS 547 Leitner 1828? NS 603 Pratobevera 
1827 S 548 Leitner 
S = Strophic setting 
NS = Non-slrophic setting; includes all through-composed or modified strophic 
sellings. 
Year'? (e.g. 1812?) = Hxacl year not written on score. 
* Statistics here comprise only those lieder with specific years of composition. 
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Table z: Loewe's slrophic Lieder settings collected in Max Riinze's edition. 
Band No. Year No.of strophes/ Band No. Year No. of strophes/ 
No. of musical No. of musical 
sections sections 
一 1 7 1 8 1 6 3/1 I 49 N/A 4/1 
一 I 9 " " - l i l T 3/1 _ _ I 50 N/A 4/1 
一 3 / 1 ~ T 51 N/A 3/1 
" ~ r 16 m I 52 N/A 3/1 
i \1~~Wk ill I 53 N/A 3/1 
I 18 N/A 4/1 1 54 N/A 2/1 
I 19 N/A 3/1 丨 56 N/A 3/1 
I 20 N/A 4/3 —_I 57 N/A 6/1 
~ 1 ^ " " ' T i Z ^ ' 3/2 59 N/A 3/1 
—丨 N/A — 3/1 I 60 N/A 3/1 
I 24 N/A 3/1 I 61 N/A 4/1 
— 1 Y s N / A 4/1 I 62 N/A 3/1 
3/1 I 63 1859 5/1 
— I 3/1 」 — — 6 4 1859 4/1 
一 I 2 8 ~N/A~ 3/1 I 66 1859 4/1 
I 3/1 _ _ 1—_^A 3/1 
_31_ 3/2 II 2 N/A 3/1 
— 1 一 — — 3/2 II 一_11 N/A 3/2 
——1 ^ ― l ^ A m _JII 13 N/A 3/2 
1 34 N/A 5/1 II 15 N/A 2/1 
1 35 N/A 3/1 II 16 N/A 2/1 
1 36 N/A 一II 17 N/A 3/1 
T— 37 ~N/A 6/2 II 18 N/A 3/1 
——1 N/A 4/1 一n 19 N/A 2/1 
一 1 4/1 II 20 N/A 2/1 
I 40 N/A 3 丄 11 22 N/A 5/1 
一 1 41 “ 3 / 1 II 3 9 b 1833 2/1 
_ _ I ^ J ^ 5/1 __I1 42 N/A 3/1 
1 43 N/A 3/j II 43 N/A 3/2 
I 44 N/A 4/1 11 45 N/A 3/1 
1 45 N/A 3/1 __11 53 N/A 6/3 
一 I N/A 3/1 V 12 1848 7/1 
— 丨 — 4 7 N/A 3/1 V 13 1856 3/1 
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Band No. Year No.or strophes/ Band No. Year No.of strophes/ 
No. of musical No. of musical 
sections sections 
V 14 1849 3/1 XVI 2 1822 4/1 
V 15 1850 3/1 XVI 4 1829 4/1 
V 16 1859 3/1 XVI 5 1830 3/1 
V 17 1861 __2/1 XVI 8 1831 3/1 
V 18 1837 7/2 XVI 10 4/1 
V 19 1854 3/2 XVI 11 1860 4/1 
VI 17 ^ XVI 14 1835 3/1 
VI 19 1833 3/1 XVI 15 1854 5/1 
VI 21 1833 2/1 XVI 16 1854 3/1 
VI 22 1833 2/1 XVI 20 1855 4/1 
~VI11 17 1827 4/3 XVI 22 1860 3/1 
IX 5 3/2 XVI 24 1850 3/1 
— X V J J ^ 3/1 XVI 28 1826 4/1 
XI 4b 1823 4/2 XVI 29 1820 4/2 
[ 18^ 4/2 XVI 30 1847 2/1 
~ X I 7 1836 4/1 XVI 31 1847 3/1 
~~XL _ 9 _ _ _ 3/1 一 XVI 32 1826 4/1 
—xT — ~ 1 8 3 6 3/1 XVI 33 1820 3/1 
XI 17 1836 2/1 XVI 34 1820 4/1 
~X\\ 一 ~ ^ 1830 2/1 XVI 35 1847 3/1 
Xlll 3 1834 4/2 XVI 36 1826 3/1 
~xTlT~ 10 1834 4/1 一 XVI 39 1826 4/1 
Xlll 14 4/2 XVI 40 1826 3/1 
X V 9 1852 2/1 XVI_一42 1848 2/1 
XV 10 1862 3/1 一 XVI 43 1826 5/2 
XV 19 1823 3/1 XVI —45——_1^ 0 3/2 
~XV 3/1 XVI 46 1826 2/1 
XV 23 1823 in XVI 47 1826 3/1 
XV 24 1824 3/1 XVI 55 1826 3/1 
XV 27 1824 3/1 XVI 56 1844 4/1 
XV 30 1825 3/1 XVI 57 1850 3/2 
XV 31 1^25 2/1 XVI 58 1850 4/1 
XV 35 1826 2/1 XVI 59 1826 3/1 
_XV—_36 1826 3/1 XVI 60 1826 3/1 
XVI 1 1821 5/1 XVI 61 1826 3/1 
I —- - - .1 •-,•• • • 1 - •— • . •  I.L... — - ..I ._ . , . I I_• , , i , 1 ,. , , „, I • ••"_•__• ,•_•••••-• 
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Band No. Year No.of strophes/ Band No. Year No.of strophes/ 
No. of musical No. of musical 
sections sections 
~XVI 63 1840 3/2 一 XVI 101 1840 3/1 
~XV1 64 1826 4/1 XVI 102 1847 3/1 
" x V l ^ 2 / 1 XVI 103 1819 3/2 
" X V I — ~ ^ 1 8 2 6 3/1 XVII 3 1832 2/1 
~ X v " l 4 / 1 —XVII 4 1832 2/1 
" Y v T ' 69 3/1 XVII 22 1836 3/2 
~XVT" 70 1844 — 3/1 XVII 23 1837 2/1 
~X~VITl"一1836 — 3/2 _XVn_ 24 1837 3/1 
~ X V T 74 1826 3/1 XVII 29 1837 5/2 
~ x V l T 5 3 n ~ XVII 32 1837 3/2 
~ X V I " X V I I 35 1837 4/2 
T 9 m o 4/1 XVII 36 1819 4/1 
— ~ 4 / 2 " x ^ 46 1842 2/1 
~ X v T 88 1824一 "3^1 XVII 47 1842 4/1 
T s ^ — XVII 54 1859 4/1 
~ X V r " " ^ T 8 2 6 XVII 58 1859 2/1 
~X\~]—~^ T ^ 2/\ XVII 59 1859 2/1 
~ x 7 l ' 95 _ 1828 I — 5 / 1 I XVII | 61 | 1860 | 4/1 
rolal 174 slrophic songs. 174 / total output of 555 songs 
=About one thirds. 
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Appendix B: English Translation of Goethe，s poems 
Ich denke dein/ Niihe des Geliehteu^^'' I think of yon/ The beloved is near 
k l i d c n k c d c i i i . w c n i i m i r d o r S o n n e S c h i m m c r I t h i n k o f y o u w l i e i i i h e g l i U e r o f t h e s u n 
V o n i M c o r c s l r a h l l : R a d i a l c s l o n i c f r o m i h e s e a : 
I c h Ucnkc d e i n . wcn i i s i c h c i c s NUmkIcs I ' l i n i i n c r 1 l l i i n k o f y o u w h e n t h e g l i m m e r o f t h e M o o n I s 
I n Q i i c l k M i m a l t . R e f l e c k ' d i n I b u n l a i n s . 
5 I c h s c h o d i c h . w c n i i a i i l M c n i I c r n e n W c g c 1 s e e y o u w h e n , o n d i s t a n t r o a d s . 
D c r S i m i b s i c h h c h t : T h e d i i s i r i s e s : 
1 1 1 1 i c i e r N a c h l . w c m i a i i f d c i n s c l i m a l c n S i e g e I n d e e p n i g h t , w h e n o n t h e n a r r o w f o o t b r i d g e 
D c r W a i K l r c r b o b l . t h e t r a v e l e r t r e m b l e s . 
I c h l i o r c c l i c h . warn d o r t m i l c l u m p r c m R a i i s c h c n I h e a r y o u . w h e n w i t h a d u l l r o a r 
1 0 D i e W c l l c s l c i g l . T h e ^ v a v e s u r g e s u p . 
I m s t i l l c n I l a i n d a g c l i " i c h o i l / u l a u s c h e n . I n H i e q u i e t g r o v e 丨 o i k i i g o t o l i s t e n . 
W e n I I a l i o s s c l n v c i g l . ' ' ' w h e n a l l i s s i l e n t . 
M l h i l l h o i d i r . J u s c i s l a u d i n o d ) s o I c m e . 丨 a m b e s i d e > o u . h o w e v e r f a r a w a y y o u a r e . 
1 ) 1 1 h i s i m i r n a h ! Y o u a r c n e a r m e ! 
1 5 D i e S o n n e s i n k i . h a l d l o u c l u c n m i r d i e S l c n i c . T h e s u n s i n k s , s o o n i h c s t a r s w i l l s h i n e a b o v e m e : 
( ) u i i r s l d u d a ! W o u l d y o u w e r e h e r e ! 
I ” Mch denke dein" and 'Nahc des 
Cielicblcn' were the respective song 
titles c ho sen by Loewe and Schubcrl. 
(joelhe's original poem is entitled 'Ich 
denke dein*. 
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Der Fisch er Tit e Fish enmm ‘ ‘(、 
(1) 
Das Wasser rausclu", das Wasser scliwoll. The water rushed, the water swelled, 
I；；il I 'ischer saB daran, A tlsliennan sat beside it, 
Sail iiach dem Angel riihevoll. Looking at the line peacefully, 
Kiihl his san's l lerz hiiian. Calm through to his heart. 
5 Und wie er sitzt und wie er lauscht. And as he sits and as he listens, 
Tcilt' ''^  sicli die Fliith empon riie rising waters divide; 
Aus dem bewcgltMi Wasser raiischt rVoni the rustling water rushes forth 
l-in feiichtes Wcib hervoi.. A water woman. 
(2) 
Sie sang zu ihni, sic sprach zu ilim: She sang to him, she spoke to him: 
10 Was lockst du meinc Briil Why do you lure my brood 
Mil Menscheinvitz und Menschcnlist With human wit and human ruse 
I liniuir ill Todcsgliil? Up to the fire of death? 
Ach! Wuf3test du. wie's Fischlein ist Ah if only you knew, how the little fish is 
So vvoh I ig ail f dem G mud. So cozy at the bottom, 
15 Du stiegst lieriinter wie du bist. You would climb down there as you are. 
Unci wiirdest erst gesiind. And would be well for once. 
(3) 
Labt sich die liebe Sonne nichl. Do not the lovely sun, 
Der Mond sich nicht im Meer? And the moon, refresh themselves in the sea? 
Kchrt wellenalniend ihr Gesicht Do not their laces turn, breathing waves, 
20 Nicht doppell schoner her? Doubly fair? 
Lock I clich der liefe 1 limine I nicht. Are you not lured by the deep sky. 
Das leiichtverklarle Blaii? By the radiantly moist blue? 
Lockt dich dein eigen Angesicht Are you not lured by your own countenance 
N iciu her in evv'gen T hau? To the eternal dew? 
(4) 
25 Das Wasser rauschf, das Wasser schwolL The water rushed, the water swelled, 
Nclzf ihm den nackten FiiB; Wetting his bare foot; 
So in I lerz Wiichs ihm so sehnsiichlsvolK His heart became so longing, 
Wie bei der l .icbsten GmB. As with the greeting of a beloved. 
Sie sprach zu ihm, sic sang zu ihm; She spoke to him, she sang to him; 
30 Oa war's iim ihii gescheh'n: Then it happened to him: 
Ha lb zog sie ihn. lialb sank er hin. She pulled partly, partly lie sank himself, 
Und ward nicht mehr geschn". And was never again seen. 
1-40 English translation by Richard D. 
13” l.oewe used 'Iheilt'; Heilt., as seen Green, Anthology of Goethe 's Song, 
here, is probably a typographical error. Madison: A-R Editions, c.1994. 
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Der Scfiatzgraher'^' The Treasure-seeker 
( 1 ) 
Arm am Beutel, krank am l lerzen, 已“职乂 of purse, sick of heart, 
Schleppl ich meine langen Tage. ‘ dragged out my long days. 
Amiut ist das grosste Plage, P«、'erty 's Hie greatest ill, 
Reichliim ist das hochste Gut! Wealth the highest good. 
5 Und. zii enden meine Schnieiv.cn, And to end my suffering 
Ging iciu cinen Schalz zii graben. ‘ went to dig for treasure. 
'Meine Scele sollsl du haben!' '^ou shall have my soul!’ 
Schrieb ich hi" mil eignem Blut. ‘ wrote in my own blood. 
(2) 
Unci so /.og ich Kreis uin Kreise. ‘ drew circle upon a circle, 
10 Slelltc wunderbarc Mamnicn, And mixed herbs and bones 
Kraul uiid Knochenwerk zusanimeii: n^agic flames: 
Die lieschvvomng war vollbracht. The spell was cast. 
Und aurclie gelemte Weise 丨“。decreed manner 
Grub ich nach clem alien Schatze And in the appointed place 
15 Aufdcni angezeigten Platze: ‘ dug ^ r the old treasure; 
Sclnvai /und stiirnmcli war die NaclU. The niglil was black and stormy. 
(3) 
Und ich sahein Licht von weiten, ‘ saw a far-off light, 
Und cs Isani gleich cinen. Sterne came like a star 
l linien aus der lernsten Fenie, 「丨•()⑴ the 丨‘emote distance 
20 Ebcn als es Zwolfe schlug. On the stroke of twelve. 
Und da gait kein Vorbereilen: '「丨•，without warning. 
Heller wards mil einom Male It suddenly grew brighter 
Von dem Glanz der vollen Schale, From the radiance of the filled cup 
Die ein schoner Knabe tri.g. Bome by a fair youth. 
(4) 
25 l lolde Augen sah ich blinken 丨 • his kindly eyes sparkling 
IJnler dichtcni Bli.menkranze: Beneath a close-woven garland of flowers; 
in ties Trankes Hi.ninclsglanze In the potion's celestial glow 
rrat er in den Kreis herein. ' stepped into the circle. 
Unci er hicss mich freundlich trinken; Graciously he bade me drink; 
30 Und ich dacht:es kann der Knabe ‘ thought: that boy 
"丨 Richard Wigmore's translation from 
Son炉,Tcxfs, Polyglot, published by 
New York Schirmer Books in 1988. 
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Mil der sclionen lichten Gabe. With his fair, shining gift 
Walu'lich nicht der Bose sein. Can surely not be the Devil. 
(3) 
•Trinke Mm des reineii Lebeiis! 'Drink the courage of pure life! 
Dann vcrslehst dii die Belehriing. Then you will understand my words, 
35 Komnisl.mil aiigstlicher Beschworuiig. And never, with anxious incantation, 
Nicht zuriick an diesen Oil. Return to this place. 
Cirabc 1 licr nicht niehr verhebens: Dig here no more in vain; 
lages Arbeit! Abends Giiste! Work by day, conviviality in the evening. 
Same Woe hen! Frolie Fesle! Weeks of toil and joyous holidays! 
Sei dein kiinllig Zaiiberworl； Let this from now on be your magic spell.， 
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Der Gott und die Bajadere The God and the Bayadere 
( 1 ) 
Mahadoli. der I Icrr der Ivrdo. 1-arlh-lorci MahiKleli. his portal 
Komnii lionib ziim scchsien Mai. l"or the sixlli time leaves again. 
Dass cr iiiiscrsglcichcii wcrdo. Coming down to be a mortal 
Mil/iiriihlcn l ivud' und Qiuil. And to feel man's Joy and pain. 
5 i ;r boiiLicnit s ic l i . hicr / i i uo l i i io i i . D e i g n s to share man' s earthl\' d w e l l i n g . 
Liissi sich alios sclbsl gcschchn: Lets things happen as they can 
Soil or Sim Ion odcr schoneii. Blessing man or ciirscs spelling. 
Muss cr Mcnschcn iiionsclilich schm. I lo miisl look on man as man. 
I iiul hill cr die Slacil sich als Wundrcr bclrachtol. And when as a wuiidercr he's gazed at the cit>.. 
10 Die (irosscii Ivlaiiorl. aurKlcinc gcnchtcl. Observing llie grcal and to poor showing pity. 
Vcrliissl cr sic abends, uni weiior/.iigclin. At evening lie leaves and proceeds tor a span. 
(2) 
Als cr mm hiiiaiisgcrgaiiiicn. Now when through the outskirts faring 
\\o die Icl/lcn 1 laiisor siiui. Where the last small huts arc piled. 
Sichl cr. mil gcniallen Wangcii. There he sees a rouged and daring 
15 Kill vcrlonics schoncs Kind. CM. a lost bill pivUy child. 
..Ciri'iss" did). JiingtVaii! Dank der l-luv! "(iieclings. maiden!" She a cheery 
Wan', ich komme glcich hiiiaiis. ••— "1 liank yoiT speaks. "1"11 come straightway."— 
..Und wcr bisi du? .•——..Bajadere. "And who arc yoiiT "IBasadere. 
Uiul dies ist der l.icbo 1 laiis. " In this lioiiso of love 1 slay." 
20 Sic riilirt sich. die /imbcin /uni l an/.c /ii schlagcii. She stirs and she danccs and clashes the cymbal. 
Sic wciss sich so licblicli im Krcisc /ii iragcn. She trips in a circle, her dance is so nimble. 
Sic ncigt sicli iiiul hicgl sich iiiul rcichl iiim don Siraiiss. She curtseys and bows and holds out her bouquet. 
(3) 
Schmcichclnd /icht sic ihn /ur Sdmdie. Draws him coaxiugly and sprightly 
I.chhall ihn I laus hinciii : Toward the iliroshold. ihroiigli the door: 
25 ..Schonor I ivmdling. l;impciihcllo 'Handsome stranger, light shall brightly 
Soil soglcich die 1 liiiic scin. liUo all my cabin pour. 
Bisl dii mikl". ich will ciich labon. I'll revive you if you're tired. 
I -iiKlcni lioiiicr l-iissc Scliiiicr/. Soollie the ache of weary feel. 
Wiis lIu willsl. J as sol I si dii hahcn. (Vive you all thai yoifvc desired. 
30 Riihe. I 'roudcn ocler Schcr/. " Rest or jest or joy complete." 
Sic lincierl gcscliafling gclioiichcltc 1 ,ciden. Slic busily soothes all the ills he's alTecled. 
I )cr Cioulichc lachcll: cr sichcl mit I rcudcn The godly one smiles; with joy lie's detected 
Durcli I ides Vcrtlcrbcn cin mcnschlichos 1 Icr/.. Through deep degradation a hcarl that can beat. 
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(4) 
Uiul or lordcrl Sklavendiciisic; Slavish service he rcqiiircd. 
35 liiimcr hoi tier w iixl sic luir. But her cheer still waxes gay. 
I !iul (.Ics Mikk-hcns IViihc Kiinslc And the arts that she's acquired 
Wcidcii nacli iiiui iiach Naliir. To her naliiral self give way. 
[liid so siellcl ctiifdic Bliilc I'or where blossoms thrive in beauty 
HakI iiiKi baki die l-riiclil sich cin: Soon and sooner friiils will glow; 
40 丨St (icliorsaiii ini Cicniiilo. Where a man gives car to duty 
W ild nichl fern die licbc scin. Love will also nol be slow. 
A her. s i c s char fcr und schiirlcr /.u priilcii . But then, d e c i d i n g m o r e k e e n l y to try her. 
W alilol dcr Kcnncr tier 1 lohcii und ricfcn The god who knew the l,owcr and Higher 
1 .list iiiul i ;nLsct/OM und griniinige Pciii. Cliose rapture and horror and terrible woe. 
(5) 
45 UikI or kiissl die buntcn Wangcn. And her painted cheek he kisses, 
IIikI sic liihll dor l.iobe Qiial. And she feels love's lorturc deep. 
I )iKi clas Madchcn slcht gcllingcn. And the girl is cauglit in blisses. 
Und sic wciiu /iim crslcnnial. I'or Ihc llrst time she must weep. 
Sinkl /.u scincn IXisscn iiicdcr. At liis Icet he sees her kneeling. 
50 Nichl urn Wolkist nocli Cicwinst. Not Ibr lust and ibr gain. 
Adi! IInd die gclcnkoii (Jlieder. Ah. her supple limbs now reeling 
Sic vorsagcn alien 丨）ienst. Cannol tlo ihcir work again. 
Unci so zu dos Lagers vcrgniigliclicr I cier And so for the couch ami their love's dedication 
Ikrciioii don dunklcn hchuglichon SchIcier The liours ofnighl in kind preparation 
I )ic niichrlichcii SI I I IKICI I . JUS scliono (Icspinsl. Arc weaving it sheltering veil for the twain. 
(6) 
56 Spiilc ntschkiinmcrt uiitcr Schcr/cii. Laic lo sleep witli happy jesting. 
I'liih orwachi iiach kur/.cr Rasl. Soon awake iVom shorl-livod rest, 
l-indct sic an ihrom I Icr/cn There she linds the loved guest resting 
I ()i den viclgelioblen (kisi. Cold and dead upon her breast. 
60 Scliroicnd slinv.i sic aiif ihii iiicder, Wilh her screams she tries lo wake him. 
Ahcr nichl crwockt sic il川. Ah. but she can wake him not. 
I iiul man iriigl die slarron (ilicdor Now a rigid corpse, they take him 
Baki /ur l-lainmongrubc hin. To the llaming Uincral lot. 
Sic lioivl die I'licsior. die I'oiongcsiingc. She hears Ihc priests praying, funereal chanting. 
Sie rasci und rcnnel imtl icilct die Mcngc. She runs through the mob whit raving and ranling 





Iki ckr Balm~ sti irzl . i~ niedcl'. 
Ihr I ksschrei dlln:hrillgl die Lull : 
.. ki ll~n Gattl.n \\ ill ieh wil.!(kr! 
l Jilt! ieh such ' ihll illtkr Grun . 
Soll/u ;\seh~ Ill ir z~rlitlkll 
I) i l.!~cr G lil.!d ~r G(ill~rprachl '? 
kin! ~r war cs. IlIci n vor alknl 
I ch. Ilur cinl.' siisse Nacht! .. 
Ls si ngl' ll di~ Priester: .. Wir lrugcn di~ It <':[1 
Ni.leh langl.!11l Erl11atten lIlld spiitcll1 I ~ rka l len. 
Wir trahl.:n die .Iu l.!.end. Iloch 'h' si<.:·s gcduehl. 
80 
(X) 
IIl)r' dcincr Pricster Leh re: 
Diesel' war dein Gatl ' nicht. 
Lchst du dnch als I3H.iadere. 
Und so hast Llu keille Pllicht. 
ur dem Korper Inlllt delll .'chatten 
In das sti lie Totenrcich: 
lIr die Gattin rolgt dCn! Gattcn 
Da~ ist Pl1icht unt! Ruhm lugkich! 
I-:rWn~. Drollll11de. I-U hcili ger Klage! 
() nchmet. ihr JlHtin ! die Z iercle del' Tag<.:. 
() nchml.!t Lk'n .Ilinglin !:!. in 1: lamlllen zu l.!uch! .. 
(9) 
90 
So tins Chor. chs ohn' Erbmml.!n 
Mchret ihres H ' rZCI1 S Not: 
l Jnd ll1it uusgcst recken !\rl1len 
Srringt sic in ckn heis:en Tod. 
Doch dcr Ilitll.! l:jlinglirH1. heb~t 
;\us del' FI ,lInme sich cmpor. 
Und in sc incn /\rmen sehwebd 
Dk leliebte l1l it hcrvor. 
Es rreu t sich dic Gotlhcil cl 'I' reuig~n SUnder: 
Unsterhlidle hehen \er lorclle Kind~r 
Mit l'eurigl.!1l !\nnel1 ZlIl1l Il illll1le l elllpor. 
Si nkin g, at the bier. she tarried. 
And her shri~king rent the air: 
" Gi e me back the man I married! 
In the grave I'll seek him there. 
Shall that godlike form. decaying. 
Turn to ash in lire's blight? 
He wu ' mine alone. though stay ing 
With me but one raptured night:' 
The pri~s ts arc heard chanting: "We carry the old oncs 
A nd those long 1~ltigLlcd, the belatedly cold ones. 
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We carry the young while their lile was still bright:' 
"H ear your priests their counsel saying: 
Thi s man was not wed to you. 
You, the bayadere playing. 
Have no duty that is true. 
hadcs alone the mortal tl·ame. 
Call attend the 1110rtal f1'ame: 
Wivc. alone to death's sti 11 hollow: 
That is duty. that is rame. 
Sound clearl y. () trumpet. for so lemncst mourning. 
NO\ take him. 0 gods. our age once adorning. 
o tale on your bosom the youth from the flame!" 
o the choir. entreat ies spurning. 
Makes her sorrow mount still higher: 
She. her arms to heaven upturning. 
Leaps into the funera l pyre. 
But the god ly youth arises 
From the brilliunt naming light. 
And the girl he loves and prizes 
In hi s arm takes upward tlight. 
T he godhead rejoices in sinncrs' contrition: 
Immortals take children once meant for perdition 
In liery embrace to a h~avc n of delight. 
Der Sanger The Minstrel'^' 
I 'Was hor'ich draiissen vor dem Tor, 'What do 1 hear outside the gate, 
Was auf der Briicke schallen? What sounds are those on the bridge? 
I,ass den Gcsaiig vor iinserni Ohr Let that song ccho in our ears 
1111 Saale w iderhallen!' Througliout the hall!' 
Der Konig sprach's der Page lieC Thus spake the king, the page ran out; 
6 Der Page kaiii. der Konig rief: The page returned, the king cried: 
‘Lassi mil- herein den 八Iteii!’ 'Let the old man enter!' 
(2) 
'Cicgriissct seicl mil. eclle Herrn, 'Greetings, noble lords, 
(legriisset ihr schonen. Damcn! Greetings, fair ladies! 
Welch" roicher I l immd! Stern bci Stem! How rich is this galaxy! Star upon star! 
II Wer kennel ihre Namen? Who can know their names? 
Im Saal voll Pracht unci Hen liclikeit In this hall of pomp and splendour 
Schiiesst. Aiigen, eiich, hier ist nichl Zeit, Close, eyes; now is not the time 
Sich siaunend zu ergotzen； To least yourselves in wonder.' 
(3) 
15 Der Sanger ciriickl" die Aiigen ein The minstrel closed his eyes 
Unci selling ill vollen Tonen; And sang in resonant tones; 
Die Rit(er schauten iiuilig drein, Resolutely the knights looked on, 
Unci in den Schoss die Schonen. While the fair ladies looked down into their laps. 
Der Koning, dem das Lied gefieL The king, pleased with the song, 
20 Liess. ilin zu lohnen llir sein Spiel, Sent for a gold chain 
L-ine goldne Kelle holen. To reward him for his singing. 
(4) 
•Die go Id lie Kette gib mir nichl, 、L)o not give the golden chain to me 
Die Ketle gib den Rittcni, But to your knights, 
Vor dei en kiihneni Angesidit Before whose bold countenance 
25 Der l-ciiule Lanzen splitteni. Enemy lances shatter. 
Gib sic dem Kanzler. den du hast. Give it to your chancellor 
Und lass ilin noch die go 1 due Last And let him bear its golden burden 
Zu aiulern Lasten iragen. Willi his other burdens. 
Translation by Richard Wigmore 
from Songs, Texts, Polyglot (New York 
Schirmer Books, 1988). Zeydel's 
rather free translation contains some 
discrepancies and was therefore not 
considered. For example, line 11 is a 
question, but Zeydel translated it into: 
'Their names defy repeating,. 
1 3 5 
( 5 ) 
•Ich singe, wie der Vogel singU 'I sing as the bird sings 
30 Der in den Zweigen wohnet; Who lives among the branches; 
Das l.icd. das aiis der Kehlc dringt. The song that pours from my throat 
1st Lohii. der reichlich lohnet. Is its own rich reward. 
I)ocli dart' ich bitten, bilt'ich eiiis: But if I may, 1 will ask one thing: 
I .ass mil- den besten Becher We ins Bring me your best wine 
35 In piircin Golde rcichen/ In a chalice of pure gold.' 
(6) 
Er sei/Cihn an, er trank ihn aiis: He raised it to his Hps and drained it: 
' 0 Trank vol I siisscr Labe! ‘ 0 draught of sweet refreshment! 
O. vvt)h! clem hochbcglucklen Hans. Happy the blessed house 
Wo das isl kleine Gabe! Where that is but a trifling gift! 
40 F-igchrs euch wolil. so denkt an mich If you fare well, think of me, 
Und (Jankel Gott so warm, als ich And thank God as warmly as 1 
fill- diesen Trunk euch danke.' Thank you for this drink； 
1 3 6 
Meine Ruh ’ ist liin… My peace is gone 
( I ) My peace is gone. 
Mcine Ruh" isl hiiu . . , . , 
My heart is heavy: 
Mcin l lerz isl schwcr: , , 【、 
I shall hnd it never 




" Wherever lie is not with me 
5 Wo ich ihn nicht hab\ , 
Is my grave. 
Isl mir das Grab. .n , , , , 
riie whole world 
Die uaiize Welt , . 」， ,, 。 Is liirned to gall. 
Ist mil. vergalll. 
(‘’） My poor head 
Meinarmer Kopf is crazed, 
l()丨St mil. ve丨•丨仙. My poor mind 
Meinarmer Sinn Is shattered. 
Ist mir zerstiickt. 
⑷ My peace is gone, 
MeinRuh ' i s l l i i n . My heart is heavy; 
Meinl lerz is lsclnver: 1 shall imd it never 
If； Ich f indesienimmer And nevermore. 
Unci ninimerniehr. 
⑶ To see him 1 watch 
Nach ihmnurschau' ich al Ihe window seat, 
ZumFenster hinaus. To find him I go 
Nach ihm nurgeh ich from the house. 
20 A us dem Hans. 
⑷ His grand step, 
Scin hoherGang, His noble form, 
Sem-edleGesu.lt, The smile of his lips, 
Seines Mundes Lacheln. 瓜、power of his eyes. 
Seiner Augen Gewalt, And his words' 
25 (Unci seiner Rede 
14-’ 'Mcine Ruh . isf hin ’ was the poem 
and song title chosen by both Goethe 
and Loewe. Schubert used a new title 
'Grclchen am Spinnrade*. 
1 3 7 
Zaubertluss, ) 1-1-1 
Scin Handedruck 
llnd ach, sein Kus ! 
(7) 
Meine Ruh' i thin. 
30 "'k in Herz i t chwer; 
leh ti nde sie nimmer 
LJlld nilllm rmehr. 
( ) 
M in Busen urHngt 
Sich nach ihm hin , 
35 Ach dlirft iell fa en 
nd ha lten illn. 
Und kUs en ihn. 
So wie ieh wollt, 
All scinen KUs en 
40 Vergehen sollt! 
(0 konnt' icb ihn kli 'sen)I -15 
144 Loewe deleted this bracketed part in 
his v rsion. 
14'i 
. chubert added new text at the end. 
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Magic flow, 
The clasp of his hand 
And, ah , his kiss! 
My peace is gone 
My heal1 is heavy; 
I shall find it never 
And nevermore. 
My bosom craves 
For him, 
Ah if only I could grasp him 
And hold him, 
And kiss him, 
As I wou ld like, 
by his kisses 
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